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Abstract

The aim of Intercloud is to facilitate the sharing of data and cloud resources

so that more co-operative cloud services can be provided. In this thesis, we

investigate two important security issues for supporting Intercloud, namely

distributed trust evaluation and secure data query. In the first part of the thesis,

we present a distributed trust evaluation protocol with privacy protection for

Intercloud. First, feedback privacy is protected by homomorphic encryption

with verifiable secret sharing. Second, to cater for the dynamic nature of

Intercloud, trust evaluation can be conducted in a distributed manner and

is functional even when some of the parties are offline. Third, to facilitate

customized trust evaluation, an innovative mechanism is used to store feedback,

such that it can be processed flexibly while protecting feedback privacy. The

protocol has been proved based on a formal security model. Simulations

have been performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the protocol. In the

second part of the thesis, we design and evaluate a privacy-preserving range

query scheme for cloud storage, which can protect the privacy of record and

range queries. During range comparison, our scheme neither leaks the order

relationship between the upper/lower bound of a range query and the encrypted

index, nor produces false positives in the query results. The experimental

result indicates that our scheme can achieve higher security while maintaining

good efficiency. In the third part of the thesis, we investigate another secure

data query issue, which is about access pattern leakage attack on searchable

encryption under an Intercloud environment. Basically, both records and

queries are distributed among servers of different cloud service providers, so
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that each cloud server can only have partial information about queries and their

results. To minimize the query response time while protecting information

disclosure, we formulate the record and query assignment as an optimization

problem, and solve the problem (i.e., finding the best possible solution) by the

minimum cut algorithm. Numerical results show that certain access pattern

information can be saved by our assignment strategy while maintaining good

query response time.
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1
Introduction

With the rapid advancement of cloud computing, there is an increasing number

of cloud services. Each provides different service qualities, pricing and access

strategies. In the conventional cloud computing environment, once a cloud

user decides to select a cloud service, it is difficult and costly to switch to a

new cloud service provider. To address this vendor lock-in problem and to

support more cooperative cloud services, Intercloud has been proposed [1, 2, 3,

4]. Basically, Intercloud can be implemented from two perspectives. The first

one is provider-centric, where cloud service providers directly interact with

each other for resource/data sharing and cooperative operation. For instance,

cloud service providers can process user requests by leveraging services from

other clouds [5, 6]. The infrastructure of different cloud service providers can

be shared to improve overall resource utilization [7, 8]. The second one is

user-centric, where cloud users deploy their applications among multiple clouds

for various purposes. For instance, applications can be migrated from one cloud

service provider to another cloud service provider [9, 10] and workloads can

be distributed among clouds for disaster recovery or multi-region application

delivery [11, 12]. In this thesis, we investigate two important security issues

for supporting Intercloud, namely distributed trust evaluation and secure data

query.

From the provider-centric perspective, a cloud service provider typically trusts

another cloud service provider based on certain trust attributes, such as

service reliability, quality of service and service efficiency. In the Intercloud

environment, one cloud may want to select a number of reliable clouds to help

run a time-consuming program. For mobile Intercloud, a mobile user may want

to select a cost-effective cloud service in a foreign city. The trustworthiness of
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cloud services is an important consideration for making cloud selection decision

(i.e., knowing the expected performance of a cloud service). Trust evaluation is

often conducted based on existing ratings or feedbacks (i.e., reputation-based

trust evaluation) before choosing/using a service. Note that for Intercloud,

the environment is highly dynamic and distributed, and relationships can be

one-way or two-way (i.e., clouds provide services to each other). There is

more and more mutual co-operation in the Intercloud, a cloud user or his/her

business could be another type of cloud service provider in future business

transactions. This possible mutual relationship makes the privacy requirement

even more important in the Intercloud scenario. If feedback information cannot

be made private, cloud users may only give positive feedback, as they want

to maintain a good relationship or are fearful of retaliation [13, 14]. Hence,

it is important to develop an effective and flexible trust evaluation protocol

with privacy protection for Intercloud. Currently, there has been little work

done to study trust evaluation for the Intercloud environment satisfying these

requirements. Chapter 3 of this thesis seeks to contribute to this important

topic for the development of Intercloud.

From the cloud user-centric perspective, data can be stored, accessed and

processed flexibly through the cloud for various applications, such as financial

services, public health services, and traffic services. To use a cloud data storage

service, data owners need to upload data to the cloud provider. Hence, data

privacy and security are two key concerns. Instead of storing plaintext data,

encrypted data can be stored in order to protect data privacy, but it is neither

convenient nor efficient to process encrypted data (e.g., data searching). When

someone wants to search for the encrypted data using certain query conditions,

he/she needs to download the encrypted data from the cloud, decrypt them

and process the query locally. This method is obviously not desirable in terms

of efficiency and energy usage. It is also not practical when the terminal’s

processing power or network bandwidth is limited, such as when processing

data through a mobile phone. Searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) is a
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promising technique to tackle the aforementioned problem [15]. Most current

SSE schemes focus on handling keyword search over encrypted data [16, 17,

18, 19, 20, 21]. However, they do not address the problem of range query

over encrypted data which are required for some applications. Existing range

query over encrypted data schemes either provide faster search time at the

expense of disclosing sensitive information or achieve higher security at the

expense of extra cost. In Chapter 4 of this thesis, we design and evaluate

a privacy-preserving range query scheme to address the above-mentioned

limitations.

Searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) allows database searching to be con-

ducted over encrypted data, which is particularly useful in the cloud environ-

ment. Basically, each index is computed based on a keyword to be queried. To

allow the cloud server to do searching itself, trapdoors are securely generated

for queries based on query keywords and query operators. During the query

phase, the cloud server matches the trapdoor with the indexes to target the

satisfied documents and returns the encrypted documents as the query results

to the data user. As a result, the cloud server obtains a collection of indexes, a

sequence of trapdoors and encrypted query results of each trapdoor. The cloud

server can learn the search pattern (i.e., if the query has been issued before)

and access pattern (i.e., which encrypted documents satisfied which trapdoors).

Based on these observations, the cloud server still can estimate the plaintext

value of documents or query even without decryption keys. Oblivious Random

Access Memory (ORAM) [22, 23] addresses the access pattern leakage problem.

However, the computational complexity of most ORAM schemes is high and

they can only support limited types of queries. Vertical fragmentation [24]

seeks to make attackers unable to discover the sensitive association between

record attributes. However, this technique cannot prevent the access pattern

leakage attacks on a single attribute, and can lead to a long response time for

multi-keyword search. In Chapter 5 of this thesis, we study the problem of

access pattern leakage attack on searchable encryption under a multi-cloud
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environment. Basically, both database records and queries are distributed

among different cloud servers, so that each cloud server can only have partial

information about queries and their results.

1.1 Research Objectives

In this thesis, we investigate two important security issues for supporting

Intercloud, namely distributed trust evaluation and secure data query. In

general, the main research objectives are as follows:

• To design a distributed trust evaluation protocol with privacy protection

for Intercloud. In the first problem, we consider a reputation-based trust

evaluation system for Intercloud. The key design goal of the protocol is to

protect user anonymity and confidentiality of feedbacks in a distributed

and secure manner. Furthermore, the protocol should support customized

processing of evaluation results and still function well even when some

raters are malicious or offline.

• To design and evaluate an order-hiding range query over encrypted data

without search pattern leakage for cloud storage. In the second problem,

we mainly focus on the following scenario. A data owner would like to

store some sensitive records from one cloud to another cloud. Before

storing the records to the second cloud, each record is encrypted. If

required (e.g., due to data loss on the first cloud), data can be recovered

efficiently and securely. The main challenges are to solve the security

leakage problem in existing secure range query schemes (i.e., statistical

relationships among indexes, comparison operator, and search pattern

of queries) and achieve a better balance between security and efficiency

than the existing schemes.
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• To investigate and design an access pattern hidden query over encrypted

data scheme. In the third problem, we consider the following scenario.

In order to achieve faster response time and avoid the vendor lock-in

risk, developers migrate applications to multiple clouds at the same

time. Leveraging this Intercloud deployment, our aim is to reduce the

access pattern disclosure of the existing searchable symmetric encryption

schemes. As a result, cloud servers cannot obtain sufficient statistical

information from the observed query results while maintaining query

efficiency.

1.2 Original Contributions

Corresponding to the research objectives, the main original contributions made

in this thesis are summarized as follows:

• We designed a distributed trust evaluation protocol with privacy protec-

tion for Intercloud. To encourage honest evaluation and prevent possible

retaliatory attacks, our protocol contributes to the Intercloud trust eval-

uation with feedback privacy and anonymity protection by employing

homomorphic encryption with verifiable secret sharing. As a result,

the corresponding cloud service provider cannot access the individual

feedback. The trust evaluation results are computed as a weighted mean

of feedbacks. In addition, our protocol can still function if certain users

are offline (i.e., not available) as well.

• We designed a privacy-preserving range query scheme that can hide

query search patterns and is also secure against inference attacks. The

index generation algorithm in our scheme is non-deterministic which can

prevent the inferring order of records based on the corresponding indexes.

The range comparison method developed in our scheme does not reveal
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the binary bit that differs between a record and a query which avoids

the order leakage of records during the comparison. Our scheme also

generates the trapdoor in a non-deterministic manner which can hide

the query search pattern. A security proof has been conducted properly

to show that our scheme is more secure than existing schemes. The

experimental results indicate that our scheme has a shorter index size

and search time than the existing schemes when the processing unit is

large.

• We designed a security scheme that distributes database and queries

among multiple cloud servers. Since none of the cloud servers have

the entire database nor the full picture of queries, the database and

user queries are protected from statistical analysis and access pattern

leakage attacks. To minimize the query response time while preventing

information disclosure, we formulated the record and query assignment

as an optimization problem, and solved the problem (i.e., finding the best

possible solution) by the minimum s� t cut algorithm. Experimental

results indicate that our strategy can reduce the access pattern leakage

without sacrificing query efficiency.

1.3 Thesis Structure

Chapter 2

This chapter aims to conduct a comprehensive background and literature

review of related topics for the research. The related topics include: overview

of Intercloud, trust evaluation related work, privacy-preserving range query

related work, and access pattern leakage of searchable encryption and related

countermeasures.
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Chapter 3

This chapter presents the first part of this research: a distributed trust eval-

uation protocol with privacy protection for Intercloud. First, this chapter

presents the models and overview. Second, this chapter explains the feedback

computation. Third, it discusses the trust evaluation protocol. The forth part

of this chapter presents the security proof and discusses the security analysis.

In the last two parts of this chapter, it presents the simulation settings and

discusses the simulation results.

Chapter 4

In Chapter 4, we design and evaluate a search pattern hidden range query over

encrypted data scheme for cloud storage. The first part of this chapter provides

the scheme’s general construction and security goal. Second, it describes the

building block utilised in the scheme. Third, this chapter presents the details

of our proposed privacy-preserving range query scheme. Experimental setup

and results are illustrated in the forth part of this chapter. The last part of

this chapter analyses the security of the scheme and proves that it can achieve

the defined security goals.

Chapter 5

This chapter discusses the third part of this research: the access pattern leakage

of query over encrypted data scheme. The first part of this chapter formulates

our proposed record and query assignment strategies to prevent the access

pattern leakage during the query over encrypted data. The second part of this

chapter describes how to search for an optimal assignment strategy by solving
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the assignment optimization problem. The experimental results and conclusion

are shown in the third and forth part of this chapter, respectively.

Chapter 6

This final chapter presents the overall conclusion of this thesis and outlines

future work.
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2
Literature Review

In this chapter, we conduct a literature review of the following topics: overview

of Intercloud, related work on trust evaluation, related work on secure range

query over encrypted data, and and access pattern leakage attack to searchable

encryption and related countermeasures.

2.1 Overview of Intercloud

In this section we give an overview of Intercloud including the motivations and

basic architecture. As cloud computing technology continues to mature, an

increasing number of people and companies have used cloud services. More

applications require data distributed on more than one cloud [28]. However,

cloud outages occurred frequently these years, seriously affecting cloud users

[29]. The high price of transferring data out of clouds prevent users from

changing the cloud service providers. Furthermore, the differences between

cloud service application program interfaces (APIs) also impede the cooperation

between different clouds and their users. To address these problems, the need

for cloud interoperation has been raised. In recent years, Intercloud has been

proposed to facilitate cloud interoperation [30, 31, 4]. The purpose of Intercloud

is to make the clouds functioning like the Internet and telephone networks,

where resources and services of different cloud service providers can be shared.

In the Intercloud, a cloud can collaborate with other clouds to serve user

requests. Hence, cloud resources can be utilized in a collaborative manner. It

has the potential to create new business opportunities through the extension

of single cloud services. We consider that Intercloud can provide benefits for

all cloud service providers. While the existing commercial cloud services are
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typically based on a business-to-consumer model, Intercloud can be viewed as a

business-to-business model. With Intercloud, cloud service providers can fulfill

the users’ demand more cost-effectively by leveraging other clouds’ services

(i.e., instead of developing the services locally [5, 32]). For instance, even in a

region without its own service, a cloud provider can still serve its customers

through another cloud service provider. Clouds providing different services

can collaborate to enhance customer service and loyalty. For a private cloud

environment, Intercloud can enhance cloud resources utilization through the

interconnection of local infrastructures. For example, [8, 33] studied cloud

federation for scientific applications, such as EnergyPlus [34], Octave [35] and

DII-HEP [36]. Specifically, by distributing workloads through cloud federation,

datacenter capacity and processing speed can be enhanced in a flexible manner,

resulting in better performance and lower cost [33].

Recent Intercloud research has mainly focused on resource management (e.g.,

an adaptive cloud resource allocation scheme [37], a simulation framework

for Intercloud job scheduling [7]), data and virtual machine migration (e.g., a

software defined network-based Intercloud virtual machine migration scheme

[9], a decision-making model for Intercloud migration from the user perspective

[10]), service integration (e.g., an algorithm for selecting and composing services

among multiple clouds [6], a mechanism to interconnect virtual machines at

different clouds [8]) and Intercloud security (e.g., a single sign-on authentication

scheme for clouds to inter-operate with one another [38], an authentication

mechanism for components running at different clouds [39]). The limitations

of only relying on single public or private cloud are discussed as follows.
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2.1.1 Motivations of Intercloud

The following summarizes the motivations of Intercloud.

• Avoiding Vendor Lock-in

Currently, each cloud service provider only offers its specific and various

cloud services and APIs to the cloud users based on their own definitions

and naming systems. Cloud users need to tailor their applications to fit

different cloud interfaces, which results in considerable technical efforts

in the future migration. Furthermore, cloud providers usually set higher

prices for data transfer out of the cloud data centres, which ensures

their customers depend on their services. Thus, applications or data are

restricted within a particular cloud provider. Once the cloud user uploads

sufficient amount of workloads to the cloud, it is hard to relocate their

digital properties out of the current cloud cost-effectively. Therefore,

uniform interfaces among different clouds facilitate cloud users to migrate

their workloads whenever they are negatively impacted by the current

cloud. Thus, cloud users can avoid vendor lock-in. At the same time,

every cloud provider wants to grab business from competitors, so that

they would like to build tools for customers to migrate from other clouds.

• High Availability and Disaster Recovery

While clouds have various internal and external guarantee mechanisms

to ensure the high availability of their services, unexpected failures still

occur frequently these years. A cloud outage seriously affects cloud users,

especially for users fully hosting their servers on one cloud. Apart from

cloud outages, there are also other problems when using virtual machines.

For instance, virtual machines may become unresponsive or unreachable

due to the virtual machine monitor failure [40] or unexpected restart of
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the virtual machine caused by cloud environment updating [41]. These

problems cause the downtime of applications hosted by virtual machines,

which is not acceptable for application developers with high availability

requirements.

• Diverse Geographic Distribution

Although leading commercial public clouds offer services at the world’s

major regions, there are many regions not covered by the datacenters

of these clouds. When a cloud user needs on-demand infrastructures to

develop an application for geographically dispersed users and unclear

usage pattern, relying on a sole cloud provider is infeasible. In order

to achieve faster response time, developers often migrate applications

to multiple clouds at the same time, so as to deploy server as close

to the users as possible. In addition, cloud users from some countries

or regions have legislative regulations about where to host their data

and applications. Hence, cloud interconnection allows the developers to

migrate applications to any local cloud provider to comply with the local

legislation requirements.

• Scalability and Wider Resource Availability

Since the resource usage pattern of applications vary from time to time, it

is hard to accurately predict the potential cloud resources usage volume.

When there are immediately surge demands or temporarily resources

requirements, the current solution is to over-provision the private cloud

datacenter capacity. Finally, the total capacity is several times larger than

the average resources demands which incurs extra expense. A feasible

solution to this peak-load issue is to rely on idle resources on the other

cloud service providers. The small size private cloud migrates workloads

to public clouds or its federated peer private clouds for resources sharing.
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Hence, instead of maintaining additional servers in the local datacenter,

the interconnection between multiple clouds allows small size private

cloud to expand its IT environment in a flexible way and save a substantial

amount of money.

To summarize, the main value of cloud interconnection or Intercloud is to

allow cloud users to expand their cloud hosted businesses in both of cloud

providers and geographic locations. Thus, they could make have a more

efficient deployment strategy. At the same time, cloud providers also have

great incentives to join the Intercloud. Cloud provider can scale up or down

their data center by offloading workloads to other clouds so that it can provide

better services and support more demands of its users.

2.1.2 Architecture of Intercloud

The concept of Intercloud (“cloud of clouds”) is an analogy with the Internet

(“network of networks”). Intercloud is viewed as the final goal of cloud interop-

eration, where multiple cloud infrastructures are ubiquitously interconnected

based on a unified standard [31]. From the cloud provider’s perspective, each

cloud can act as another cloud user having the permission to migrate their

workload, access to the computational and storage resources or services from

its peer clouds. From the cloud user’s perspective, Intercloud allows the inter-

operability between user’s paid resources and services on multiple clouds [42].

At present, there is no unified definition of Intercloud.

The existing definitions of Intercloud are too generic and none of them clearly

define who initiates the Intercloud connections. And Intercloud essentially is

the interconnection of multiple cloud resources. On one hand, a cloud provider

connects its own resources to other clouds’ infrastructures. On the other hand,

a cloud user connects its paid resources on different clouds. Hence, there are
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two perspectives to realize the vision of Intercloud, one is driven by cloud

providers, the other is driven by cloud users.

Provider-centric Intercloud

In the provider-centric Intercloud model, the cloud providers voluntarily coop-

erate with each others by adopting the same standard interfaces. We define this

collaboration as provider-centric Intercloud. It is usually a static collaboration

where a prior agreement needs to be achieved before the establishment of

the federation. Fig.2.1 describes the vertical and horizontal federation for

provider-centric scenarios.

Fig. 2.1: Provider-centric Intercloud.

• Vertical federation

Vertical federation is similar with business-to-business scenarios, in which

some clouds meet the demand of its own customers by leveraging services

from other clouds [42]. Vertical federation can be formed between both

of public and private clouds, as long as they have common interests.
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Cooperation projects with privacy requirements can be carried out by

vertical federation between private clouds, such as scientific research ap-

plications. Taking the advantages of complementary services of different

clouds, the vertical federation can enlarge the capability of each cloud

in the federation to meet better Quality of Service (QoS) target. For

instance, Philips is a Software as a Service (SaaS) provider supplying

rapid cloud-based healthcare data recovery services. It collaborates with

Amazon Web Services (AWS) which is an Infrastructure as a Service

(IaaS) provider. By utilizing AWS Import/Export Snowball, Philips

improves its own user experience [43].

• Horizontal federation

Horizontal federation happens at the same layer of cloud providers, such

as IaaS layer. The main purpose of the horizontal federation is for

resources sharing so that clouds with surplus resources can be used by

resources constrained clouds during its peak load times. A cloud provider

has administrator privileges to scale or transit part of the workloads in

the datacenter to other members of the federation. At the present stage,

horizontal federation is less likely to happen between commercial public

clouds. Since leading commercial cloud providers selling similar services

are competitors, none of them have intentions to utilize competitors’

resources to solve its own problem. In contrast, multiple private clouds

belonging to the same organization are more likely to join the federation

for resource sharing. They do not have competition and horizontal

federation achieves higher overall resource utilization.

Horizontal and vertical federation classify cloud federation based on whether

cloud providers are from the same cloud service layer. When it comes to how

different clouds network with each other, there are two networking topologies:

Peer-to-Peer and Hierarchical federation as shown in Fig.2.2.
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(a) Peer-to-Peer Federation (b) Hierarchical Federation.

Fig. 2.2: Cloud federation architectures

• Peer-to-Peer Networking

All the cloud providers directly interconnect and negotiate with each

other as a mesh of clouds without middle layers [31] as depicted in

Fig.2.2a.

• Hierarchical Networking

Bernstein et al. proposed the first blueprint of Intercloud [30]. Sub-

sequently, an IEEE Standards Association (IEEE-SA) P2302 Working

Group was formed to develop the standards for Intercloud [44]. In parallel

to the P2302 Working Group, an IEEE Intercloud Testbed Project was

established to develop, prove, and improve vendor-neutral, open source,

Intercloud technology globally [45]. The Intercloud standard focuses on

the communication protocols and networking mechanisms for Intercloud,

such as cloud providers’ resources discovery, selection and allocation

problem in the Intercloud. To establish the Intercloud networking struc-

ture, there are three main entities defined in the standard: Intercloud

Roots, Intercloud Exchanges, and Intercloud Gateways. Different clouds

can be connected with each other via an Intercloud gateway and there

are Intercloud exchanges and a root in the Intercloud architecture. In-

tercloud exchange acts as a middle layer between Intercloud gateway
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and Intercloud root. Fig.2.2b shows the architecture of the hierarchical

federation.

• Intercloud Root is comprised a set of root servers. The servers are similar

to the Domain Name System (DNS) root. Intercloud Root is responsible

for providing cloud resources directory services by hosting and managing

a cloud resource catalog. Also, Intercloud Root provides authentication

services by acting as a certificate authority to issue and verify certificates

of different entities. In addition, an Intercloud Root instant is the parent

of a set of Intercloud Exchanges. Intercloud Root connects and works

with Intercloud Exchanges to facilitate Intercloud operations.

• Intercloud Exchanges are the second level servers which operate under

Intercloud Root. One of the main functions of Intercloud Exchanges is

to facilitate the process of resources provisioning and matching. The

ontology information is copied from Intercloud Root instance and store

in the Intercloud Exchanges. Intercloud Exchanges are responsible for

mediating the communication between clouds and Intercloud Root.

• Intercloud Gateways are responsible for mediating the negotiation di-

alogs between cloud entities. There is an Intercloud Gateway for every

cloud entities such as Intercloud Root, Intercloud Exchange and Cloud

Provider. The role of Intercloud Gateways is to provide an interface

for heterogeneous cloud environment to communicate effectively and

securely. A standardized protocol is used for the negotiation process

among clouds.
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User-centric Intercloud

Even if cloud providers do not support cloud interconnection, cloud users are

still able to gain the benefits from multiple clouds, which is called user-centric

Intercloud. In the user-centric Intercloud model, the communication between

cloud providers are not directly established and does not require cloud providers

to adopt a common interface. Cloud users initiate interconnections between

clouds by developing clients or via broker services. Multi-cloud is a typical

user-centric Intercloud scenario, where cloud users integrate their resources

among multiple independent clouds or expand their cloud-based business in

terms of vendor and location coverage to achieve better performance. The

main difference of multi-cloud with the previous model is that a cloud provider

needs to use the administrator level of permission to facilitate the multi-cloud

operation. As shown in Fig.2.3, the main initiator in the multi-cloud model is a

cloud user. It can be implemented by the following two different approaches:

Fig. 2.3: User-centric Intercloud

• Broker is a third party providing the services of aggregating and managing

resources on multiple clouds on behalf of the cloud users. A cloud user

only describes a Service Level Agreement (SLA) to the broker. Then

the broker automatically completes all the deployments and executions
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in the background and outputs aggregated services to its users. The

advantage of the broker is that cloud user can integrate its paid resources

on multiple clouds through a single entry point at the broker as illustrated

in Fig.2.4a. In this case, the broker functions as a separate adapter layer

between multiple clouds and end users. A cloud user needs to grant

permission for the broker to use resources on all clouds in advance.

• APIs. Cloud users are responsible for the management of its paid services

on multiple clouds. They negotiate with each cloud provider separately

and integrate all the resources directly in the development of their

applications. The applications either use different cloud services APIs

or some abstracted unified cloud services libraries. The cloud user can

host its applications on the client side independently at any clouds. And

they can deploy applications on the virtual machines of private or public

clouds as shown in Fig.2.4b. In this case, it allows the interoperations

between clouds. However, it still belongs to the multi-cloud scenario,

since the entire scheduling process only handles the users’ paid resources

via the user level APIs opened by cloud providers. None of the cloud

providers participating in the multi-cloud process uses their administrator

privileges.

(a) Broker. (b) APIs.

Fig. 2.4: Multi-cloud architectures

To summarize, cloud heterogeneity is a major reason for the above issues. To

overcome this barrier, either standard interfaces among different clouds are

required or an intermediate layer undertakes the integration work. When there
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is a widely adopted standard interface among cloud providers, users do not

need to change their cloud applications for a certain cloud service provider.

At the same time, a cloud user is capable of taking advantage of strengths

of all kinds of cloud services. A more flexible workload migration can also

be achieved via standard interfaces among different clouds. In other words,

interoperability of cloud resources and services across different cloud service

providers are significant for maximizing their return on cloud investment.

2.2 Related Work on Trust Evaluation

From the provider-centric perspective, the first problem targeted in this thesis

is Intercloud trust. Currently, the majority of the cloud users only employ

the services on several giant public cloud providers. With the expansion and

diversity of cloud-based business, a growing number of clouds look for cloud

cooperation. Lacking of agreements among cloud providers leads to the in-

feasibility of interconnected cloud collaboration, particularly for federation

among multiple private clouds. Security agreement is one of the most im-

portant prerequisites in the negotiation of unified agreements among cloud

providers. The trust evaluation is the first step for establishing the security

agreement. In this section, we firstly introduce main trust evaluation models

for cloud computing. Then, we specifically discuss the drawbacks of proposed

Intercloud trust evaluation protocols. Later, we also discuss the limitations of

existing reputation-based evaluation schemes when applying to the Intercloud

environment.

2.2.1 Trust Evaluation for Cloud Computing

Trust is defined as a subjective probability that one party believes that another

party would perform expected actions. In cloud computing, cloud users’
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data are scattered and their applications are executed remotely in different

datacenters of cloud providers, which is highly non-transparent. When cloud

users develop commercialized products on their paid cloud resources, they have

to fully trust their cloud service providers. Therefore, the trust evaluation

results directly influence the decision making when choosing cloud providers.

According to whether the trust assessment happens after or before using the

cloud services, we classify trust management into two types. The first type

is post trust evaluation carried out by cloud users after using a cloud service.

The evaluation result is based on the cloud user’s own experience, for instance,

the fulfillment of SLA. Based on SLA compliance, Pawar et al. and Ko et al.

proposed a trust model [46] and a TrustCloud framework [47], respectively.

Another direction to build the trust model is to measure the performance of

cloud service. In [48], Li et al. proposed a trust model based on the number of

illegal connections, denial of services, the average task failure ratio and response

time of the cloud service. Hwang et al. proposed a security-aware cloud system

to assess the credibility of cloud service providers by the predefined policies

[49] and fuzzy logic techniques. The second type is prior trust evaluation,

which happens before a cloud user chooses a cloud provider. The trust result

is mainly based on the previous experience of other parties. Credential-based

trust evaluation is one of the approaches. Some trusted third parties assess and

issue credentials for members in a federation to prove the trustworthiness of

their services. Simple Public Key Infrastructure (SPKI) [50], Security Assertion

Markup Language (SAML) [51] and X.509v3 [52] are standards used in the

description of credential, which are still inadequate. Then, derived by the

peers’ knowledge, a recommendation-based trust model has been proposed.

Recommendations from friends are more credible and give the finer-grained

trust evaluation results, which are usually shown in the form of feedbacks.

This model has also been widely adopted in cloud computing environment.

Krautheim et al. developed a recommendation-based trust model based on

transitive trust relationship in [53]. The reputation-based trust model is another
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approach in which the evaluators take into account the feedbacks given by

others. Some cloud evaluation websites are designed for consumers to identify

the reliable cloud providers. For example, SoftwareInsider allows cloud users to

write reviews based on their usage experience and outputs a final rating about

different cloud services [54]. Habib et al. [55] developed a multi-faceted trust

management system, which reassesses the uncertainty of received feedbacks

from various aspects. Noor et al. [56] designed a reputation-based trust

management system (CloudArmor) for cloud services. The system investigates

the credibility of feedbacks which is able to handle collusion and sybil attacks.

By analyzing the feedbacks from several aspects, different aggregated weights

are computed to minimize the influence of dishonest feedbacks and so that

the trust result can be adjusted. CloudArmor only calculates the frequency

of credential value for the same consumer. Since the feedbacks are given by

ordinary cloud service users, CloudArmor ignores the source of a feedback.

However, for Intercloud, feedbacks can be provided by cloud providers as well.

The reputation of the source of feedback is an important factor for assessing

the credibility of feedbacks. Our work is classified as the second type of trust

model, which is the reputation-based trust model. Unlike the previous works,

we consider that the protection of feedback privacy is important for reaching

an objective trust result.

2.2.2 Intercloud Trust Model

Under the Intercloud architecture proposed by Bernstein, several further works

were published [57], [58], [59], [60]. Lloret and Garcia et al. described a

tiered Intercloud architecture in [61]. Based on the Intercloud architecture,

security issues have also been studied [62]. Powell et al. designed single sign-on

authentication solution for clouds to interoperate with each other [38]. Apart

from identity authentication, in the Intercloud environment, researchers also
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have studied the problem on access control policy conflict in [63] and [64]. The

following summarizes the proposed trust models for Intercloud.

• PKI-based trust model

Bernstein and Vij discussed Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) based trust

model for Intercloud in [65]. Instead of classifying the clouds as trusted

or non-trusted providers, this model evaluates clouds by ”Trust Index”.

Basically, a certain group of cloud providers belong to the same trust

domain. Each Intercloud exchange is in charge of one trust domain and

exchanges the dynamic “Trust Index” with other domains. And Intercloud

root is implemented as a static certification authority (CA). Nevertheless,

trust is a subjective measure. Cloud providers are highly autonomous

even in the Intercloud environment, personalized trust measurement

criteria cannot be ignored. Assessing the trust of clouds also needs to

take multiple factors into consideration and is highly related to specific

contexts. PKI-based trust model, however, only releases the evaluation

results of third parties.

• Reputation-based Trust Model

Abawajy proposed a reputation-based trust management model [66].

Three kinds of ratings (personal experience, reputation, and honest

rating) are stored and maintained by Reputation Manager. Each cloud is

able to calculate the reputation by exchanging their first hand Intercloud

service experience with each other through the Reputation Manager.

The issue of Abawajy’s scheme is that personal experience managed

by Reputation Manager is public. In the Intercloud scenario, the trust

evaluation is carried out between cloud providers, which is a mutual

evaluation. When all the ratings are public, cloud providers would avoid

giving poor ratings. Besides they did not provide the way of choosing
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Reputation Manager and correcting second-hand ratings to a reputation

value.

• Attribute-based Trust Model

Ngo et al. [67] discussed that the trust relationship between clouds should

be built based on a particular context. By means of recommendations,

direct and indirect trust chains can be dynamically set up among cloud

providers. Since different clouds have their own description languages

about resources, semantic transformation is applied in comparing rec-

ommendation contexts. The main drawback of this approach is that

some contexts are hard to be semantic transformed and compared with

each other. Limited work has been considered to verify the credibility of

second-hand recommendations [68]. Clouds can launch self-promotion

attacks by collusion with each other.

Most existing solutions depends on third parties to establish trust relationship

and exchange trust information in plaintext. Nevertheless, it is hard to find

independent trusted third parties who are accepted by all cloud providers

for the trust evaluation process. Anonymous evaluation is an alternative

approach to handle retaliation attack. But it is unable to judge whether the

trust value is given by real service users or fabricated by clouds themselves.

Furthermore, malicious clouds can also give negative recommendations without

being detected.

2.2.3 Trust Management with Privacy Protection

For trust management, various reputation-based trust evaluation protocols

with privacy protection have been proposed for different purposes. For instance,

Clark et al. proposed a reputation system with privacy protection for mobile
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Table 2.1: Comparison of trust-related protocols

Protocol Core Scenario Customized Feedback User
architecture result privacy anonymity

Bernstein and Vij [65] Centralized Intercloud No No No
Abawajy [66] Centralized Intercloud No No No
Ngo et al. [67] Distributed Intercloud No No No

Clark et al. [69] Distributed Ad-hoc No Yes Nonetwork
Schaub et al. [70] Distributed E-commerce No No Yes

Tormo et al. [71] Centralized HbbTV Weighted No Nomean
Hasan et al. [72] Distributed Multi-agent No Yes No

Our protocol Distributed Intercloud Weighted Yes Yesmean

ad-hoc networks [69] with the focus on handling dynamic configuration (i.e.,

parties may join and leave dynamically). Since each party in Clark et al.’s

scheme shares its feedback with all other participants, the complexity of

message exchange in Clark et al.’s scheme is O(n2), n is the number of parties

in the feedback exchange. Schaub et al. [70] proposed an anonymous reputation

system for e-commerce websites, with the aim of guaranteeing user anonymity

in the trust evaluation process. However, feedback privacy cannot be protected.

Tormo et al. proposed a reputation management system for hybrid broadcast

broadband TV (HbbTV) [71], which aims to compute personalized trust

results based on the similarity of two users when making choices. However,

the scheme needs to disclose both feedback and user identities to trusted third

parties. Hasan et al. designed a privacy-preserving reputation protocol that

can tackle attacks by malicious participants in a multi-agent environment [72].

However, this scheme leaks the existing trust relationships between users of

the same cloud service provider. And it cannot compute customized evaluation

results and ensure user anonymity. Although some of these protocols may

be adapted for Intercloud with some modifications, it is still desirable to

develop an Intercloud-specific trust evaluation protocol with the advent of

cloud computing, as well as for effectiveness and efficiency considerations.

Table 2.1 compares different trust-related protocols in terms of different at-

tributes. As discussed in Chapter 3, our protocol has distinctive advantages.
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Apart from using a distributed architecture, our protocol can still accurately

compute the trust result, even when some of the users are unavailable. This

is an important requirement for a distributed system or dynamic network.

As shown by the aforementioned simulation results, our protocol can handle

this kind of attack effectively. Our protocol can compute customized trust

evaluation results while protecting feedback privacy. However, unlike [72, 69],

our protocol employs a verifiable secret sharing scheme to facilitate flexible

processing and feedback updating. Our protocol also supports user anonymity

during the trust evaluation process. Compared to [72] and [69], our protocol is

also more efficient in terms of message transfer complexity during the enquiry

phase. Note that during the enquiry/query phase, an enquirer in Hasan et al.’s

scheme [72] needs to forward vn encrypted secret shares and vn+ n verifiable

values between raters, where v ⌧ n is the number of shares prepared by each

rater. Furthermore, raters need to reply to the enquirer with n sum of shares for

aggregation. Thus, in total, Hasan et al.’s scheme needs to transmit 2vn+ 2n

(i.e., O(n)) messages. Our protocol requires downloading m encrypted secret

shares and m commitments for verification (m < n is the threshold value for

secret key reconstruction). Furthermore, raters need to reply to the enquirer

with m sum of shares for secret key reconstruction. In total, our protocol needs

to exchange 3m (i.e., O(m)) messages. Hence, our protocol is more efficient.

The details of our protocol will be discussed in Chapter 3.

2.3 Secure Range Query over Encrypted
Data

From the cloud user-centric perspective, the second problem studied in this

thesis is about secure data query. Although sensitive data can be encrypted

before they are stored in a cloud, the encrypted data can hardly be processed

efficiently. Hence, a lightweight solution is required to satisfy both high security
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and high efficiency requirements. Searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) is

a promising technique to tackle the aforementioned problem [15]. Currently,

the majority of SSE schemes focus on handling keyword search over encrypted

data [16, 17, 18, 19]. Some dynamic SSE schemes are designed for similarity

search [20] and multi-keyword query [21] while achieving forward-privacy

protection. Their main purpose is to reduce information leakage when an

encrypted database is updated. However, they do not address the problem of

comparison query and range query over encrypted data which are required for

some applications. Compared with keyword queries, there are more technical

challenges in designing an effective and secure scheme for range queries on

encrypted data. We classify the existing schemes into two categories. The first

type of schemes [73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78] performs a range query [a, b] by checking

whether the data item is larger than the lower bound (a  du) and smaller than

the upper bound (du  b) of a query. The comparison result directly discloses

whether the unsatisfied data item is larger/smaller than the upper/lower bound

of a query. The second type of schemes [79, 80] conducts a range query by

treating the query range as a single keyword. This type of scheme only outputs

whether the data values are within the query range or not (i.e., du 2 [a, b]).

The server is unable to learn the ordering of unsatisfied records. Therefore, it

is more secure than the first type. However, it introduces plenty of unmatched

query results, and requires a large amount of index storage space. To maintain

similar search time complexity (i.e., as O(log N) or even faster), these schemes

usually organize indexes of the entire dataset using special data structures.

2.3.1 Order Preserving Encryption

Order preserving encryption (OPE), one of the methods for supporting numer-

ical comparison between ciphertexts has been studied in [73, 74, 75, 76]. OPE

ciphertexts are deterministic and preserve the numerical order between their

plaintexts, that is a  b, if and only if OPE(a)  OPE(b). Since the server
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can directly obtain the ordering of data items from their OPE ciphertexts, any

comparison-based index structures (e.g., B+ Tree) used for indexing plaintext

data can be directly applied to the OPE ciphertexts. Although OPE can

achieve the same search efficiency as in the plaintext cases, it is unable to

prevent “inference attacks” [81]. This attack mainly exploits the ordering

information and the frequency of data items disclosed from OPE ciphertexts.

2.3.2 Order Revealing Encryption

To prevent “inference attacks”, Lewi and Wu designed the latest Order revealing

encryption (ORE) scheme [78]. Their scheme splits the data ciphertext into

two parts. The right ciphertext is assigned as the index for records, and the

left ciphertext is the trapdoor of range query, upper or lower bound. The

comparison is performed between the right ciphertext of data EncR(du) and

left ciphertext of query boundary EncL(a)/EncL(b). The scheme begins with

proposing a small-domain ORE scheme with best-possible semantic security,

for the right ciphertexts. In other words, the right ciphertexts generated from

the small-domain ORE can hide both the frequency and the ordering of records

which are robust against inference attacks. However, the length of each right

ciphertext grows linearly in the size of the entire plaintext space. To improve

comparison efficiency and also reduce the index size of small-domain ORE,

the scheme is designed to build indexes by grouping the message space of

data into blocks. However, this approach leaks the first block that is different

between two ciphertexts during the comparison. This leakage also indicates

the different relative distances between different data and the same query, and

in turn, these distances implies the ordering between data items. When the

block size is relatively small, the server can precisely estimate the relative

ordering information. When the block size is large, however, the ciphertext

size of ORE grows exponentially. To achieve sublinear search time O(log N)

(N is the dataset size), the scheme saves the indexes in sorted order before
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searching. This step indicates that the server learns the ordering of indexes

during the query; even the ordering of indexes at rest is indistinguishable

one from the other. The left ciphertext is deterministically created in the

ORE scheme for each query condition. The search pattern of queries in

the ORE scheme is leaked from trapdoors to the server. The ORE scheme

also inherits the weakness of the comparison query. Through the searching

result, the entire encrypted dataset can be divided into three ordered parts

(R1 < R2 2 [a, b] < R3). ORE scheme has been used in other scenarios. Yuan

et al. leveraged the ORE to generate indexes for range queries in distributed

key-value stores [82]. Their scheme compares two ORE ciphertexts to get a

boolean result which prevents the disclosure of order relationships from the

comparison results. Shen et al. adopted ORE to support the approximate

constrained shortest distance queries over encrypted graphs [83]. To filter

out paths in an encrypted graph with the constrained total cost, the scheme

encrypts the cost of each edge using ORE encryption, and employs an efficient

tree-based ORE ciphertext comparison protocol. However, this scheme also

inherits the weaknesses of the ORE scheme, such as disclosing the search

patterns and order relationship among the costs.

2.3.3 Comparable Encryption

Comparable encryption (CE) was proposed by Furukawa [84, 85]. The ba-

sic idea of comparable encryption is to separately encrypt the record value

and query boundaries with different approaches [85]. For example, Enc(du),

Enc(d
0
u
) are the ciphertexts of two record values, and Token(a) is the trapdoor

of the lower bound of a range query [a, b]. Based on ciphertexts of Enc(du) and

Enc(d
0
u
), the server cannot recognize the numerical order between du and d

0
u
.

Whereas based on Enc(du) and Token(a), the server can learn the numerical

order between du and a. In other words, comparable encryption ciphertexts

are semantically secure against inference attacks, and they are unable to be
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directly compared with each other. To support a comparison, comparable

encryption generates tokens for the query boundaries. This feature ensures

that any two data items can be compared only when either of their tokens

is obtained. In the token generation, comparable encryption adopts prefix-

preserving encryption (PPE). When any two data items have the same first n

digits of prefix strings, their PPE tokens must also have the same sequence of

n high elements as their prefixes. Hence, the comparison seeks to check the

equivalence between ciphertext and token starting from the high elements until

finding the first one that is different. Comparable encryption has a similar

weakness as ORE, which leaks the length of the longest common prefix string

of record value and query boundary during the comparison [86]. Moreover, it

tells the attacker about the comparison operator, since it separately compares

data items with the upper and lower bounds of a range query. This leakage

indicates the relative numerical difference between data items of the same

query. Since tokens of queries are deterministic and prefix preserving, the

repetition and numerical order between upper/lower bounds of issued queries

are also leaked in comparable encryption.

2.3.4 Bloom Filter-based Range Query Scheme

Li et al. proposed a privacy-preserving range query scheme that can achieve

index indistinguishability [79]. The main idea of the scheme is to test whether

in a range query du 2 [a, b], the prefix set of du and prefix union set of [a, b]

have the same elements [87]. This scheme can avoid a full dataset scan, and

order leakage between left and right nodes during the binary search as well.

It organizes the prefix sets of data items in random order using a special

complete binary tree called Privacy Bloom Filter Tree (PBtree). Specifically,

the root node stores the prefix union of all of the data items. It then recursively

splits the data items of each node into its left and right child nodes. This

split only ensures that each child node has an equal number of data items.
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Since data items are randomly split, the number of left child data items is

not necessarily smaller than that of the right child data items. To achieve

PBtree structure, this scheme sacrifices the storage cost of O(N logN logM),

where M is the domain size of data items. To improve the speed of checking

the overlap between two prefix sets, the scheme employs the data structure of

Bloom filter [88], but this creates false positives in the query results. Although

the PBtree structure seeks to achieve a sublinear search time, the actual search

time is ⌦(logN logQ + R), where Q and R are the sizes of query range and

result, respectively. This search time has no upper bound because of the

random placement of the data items in the PBtree and possible false positive

results [80]. This scheme is only proved to be secure under certain conditions

(i.e., non-adaptive adversaries following Goh’s definition [89]). Goh’s security

definition does not guarantee trapdoor privacy. The trapdoor generation is

always deterministic, and thus the search pattern is disclosed [87].

2.3.5 Range Searchable Symmetric Encryption

Searchable Symmetric Encryption is widely used for keyword search over

encrypted data. Inspired by this idea, Demertzis et al. proposed the concept of

Range Searchable Symmetric Encryption (RSSE) [80]. This concept turns the

problem of range query into a multi-keyword search problem, such that any

secure SSE schemes can be employed to realize the RSSE concept. IND-CKA2

(indistinguishability against adaptive chosen keyword attacks) is the strongest

security model available for SSE schemes, introduced by Curtmola et al. [90].

The scheme proposed by Demertzis et al. also satisfies the IND-CKA2, but

has additional leakages. This means that an attacker can learn nothing more

than the formulated leakages. In this scheme, a range query condition is

replaced by several sub-ranges, with each sub-range represented by a keyword.

Data items belonging to the same sub-range are considered as documents

containing the same keyword. To prevent multiple sub-ranges from being
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Table 2.2: Comparison of privacy-preserving range query schemes

Scheme
Index � /  Search Space Search False
Order > / < Pattern Usage Time Positive

OPE [74] leak leak leak O(N) O(logN) no

ORE [78]
no/

leak leak O(N 2b (logM)/b)
O(N)/

no
leak O(logN)

CE [84] leak leak leak O(N logM) O(N) no
PBtree [79] no no leak O(N logN logM) ⌦(logN logQ+R) O(R)

RSSE [80] no no
partial O(N logM)⇥

O(N) O(N)
leak Size(record)

Our Scheme
no/

no no O(N logM)
O(N)/

no
leak O(logN)

associated with the same data item, the scheme needs to duplicate records

into all sub-ranges having its value. However, this duplication requirement

generates a much larger dataset (i.e., compared to the original dataset). With

the aim of reducing storage cost and the number of sub-ranges, the scheme

designs a new structure called TDAG (i.e., Tree-like Directed Acyclic Graph).

TDAG tree is constructed by inserting a middle node between any two peer

nodes on the binary tree of sub-ranges. During the search phase, each query

is mapped to a single TDAG node based on the lowest common ancestor

node that covers the query range. However, the TDAG structure creates an

unacceptable number of false positive results when the data skew rate is high.

These false positives reduce the search time to O(N). Queries with similar

range values are targeted to the same node on the TDAG structure, such that

the search pattern is partially leaked.

Table 2.2 shows the comparison of different privacy-preserving range query

schemes, including our scheme which will be discussed in Chapter 4. Parameter

N is the dataset size, R is the result size, Q is the query range size, M is the

domain size of data items, and b is the block size in bits of the ORE scheme.

To summarize, the first three range query over encrypted data schemes [78, 74]

provide higher search efficiency, but a lower security guarantee than those of

the last two range query over encrypted data schemes [79, 80]. Compared to

existing schemes, our scheme supports both types of range query (i.e., a  du
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and du 2 [a, b]) and can hide the comparison operator during the query, even

using the first type of comparison approach. The search pattern of queries

(i.e., non-deterministic trapdoor) is also concealed. Compared with the listed

schemes, our scheme does not have a high space cost, and produces no false

positives in the query results. Our scheme can support binary search (i.e.,

search time is O(logN)) when ciphertexts are sorted before searching, which

inevitably leaks the ordering of the index during the query.

2.4 Access Pattern Leakage in Searchable
Symmetric Encryption

As mentioned in the last section, searchable symmetric encryption (SSE)

allows database searching to be conducted over encrypted data. Currently,

the majority of SSE schemes are secure index-based. This means that each

encrypted record is associated with some secure indexes. Each index is created

based on a record to be queried using one of its attribute values. To allow

a cloud server to search for the encrypted records, a trapdoor is created for

each query. During the search phase, the server finds the matched records by

comparing trapdoors of queries with indexes of records. The main reason behind

access pattern leakage attacks is that most searchable symmetric encryption

schemes can only safeguard the confidentiality of documents and query values

at rest. The strongest security model available for SSE schemes is formulated

by Curtmola et al. in [91]. The schemes satisfying this model ensure that

the indexes and trapdoors themselves do not leak the documents and query

values even when the attackers adaptively issue the queries. However, the

model allows the attackers to learn the statistical information by observing

the searching results (i.e., access pattern of queries). Moreover, most of these

schemes are designed to perform on a single server only. Hence, the server is

able to gain all the trapdoors and their query results. When the dataset to be
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searched is large enough, the server can statistically analyze the actual value

of queries or documents. In this section, we give a literature review of the

related work on both access pattern leakage attacks and countermeasures.

2.4.1 Access Pattern Leakage Attacks

• IKK Attack

Islam, Kuzu, and Kantarcioglu (IKK) presented the first access pattern

attack on SE schemes that can recover the trapdoor keywords [92].

IKK attack mainly uses the unique co-occurrence frequency of any two

keywords. An IKK attacker has two square matrices Mp and Mc with both

the size of the number of keywords. Mp is obtained from the plaintext of

the indexed dataset before searching. Mc is built by observing a sequence

of trapdoors and their query results. Each element in the matrix Mp

and Mc represents a co-occurrence frequency of any two keywords or any

two trapdoors appearing in the same document. For instance, (i, j)th

element in Mc is Mc(i, j) =
|Ri\Rj |

N
, where Ri and Rj are the result sets

of the ith and jth trapdoors, and N is the total number of documents.

The process of recovering trapdoor keywords is to match the elements

between Mp and Mc (Mc is a permutated submatrix of Mp). However,

the successful rate of IKK attack declines with the increasing number of

keywords under attack. This is because larger matrix Mp leads to less

pairs of keywords with unique co-occurrence frequency [93].

• Count Attack

Cash et al. [93] presented another access pattern attack called count

attack, which targets on a large number of keywords. In addition to the

co-occurrence frequency of keywords, the server can also learn the result
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count of each keyword (i.e., number of documents that match with each

trapdoor). Count attack is based on the Zipfian distribution of keywords

in the natural language text. That is the most frequent keywords often

have unique and higher frequencies than the other keywords. Hence,

trapdoor keywords can be identified by the unique result count. Basically,

an attacker is assumed to know the frequency of each plaintext keyword

w (i.e., count(w)) before searching. Then during SE searching, the server

counts the number of documents in each trapdoor query result (i.e.,

count(Rq)). When a keyword in the plaintext dataset has the same

unique frequency as a trapdoor in the searchable encryption scheme,

that is count(w) = count(Rq), the attacker can immediately reveal the

trapdoor Tq with the keyword w. For the queries that do not have unique

result counts, the attacker resorts back to compare their co-occurrence

with queries which have unique result counts. Thus, the count attack

can be reduced, when there are less number of keywords that have

unique result counts. In the IKK attack, matching of the ciphertext

and plaintext keywords is initially by random mapping. In the Cash

et al.’s attack, it only compares the co-occurrence counts of trapdoors

with the same result count. This narrows the candidate keywords before

the co-occurrence comparison. Hence, the count attack has a higher

efficiency and successful recovery rate than the IKK attack, especially

when the number of keywords under attack is large.

2.4.2 Countermeasures Against Attacks

• Query Result Padding

To prevent the IKK attack, Islam et al. proposed a padding counter-

measure in the same paper [92]. The basis idea is to make the query

responses of different keywords as similar as possible. As a result, there
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are less pairs of queries having the unique co-occurrence frequency. To

achieve this goal, they generated files with keywords that they do not

contain originally. Thus, the padding includes false positives in the query

results. Specifically, the appearance of each keyword will be padded up

to at least ↵ similar keywords. After padding, an IKK attacker can only

correctly guess the trapdoor keyword with the probability of at most

1/↵.

However, a small amount of padding in the dataset is not sufficient to

resist attacks. Cash et al. have shown that the padding method is hard

to reduce the count attack [93]. This is because the huge difference

between the appearance of each keyword. It is infeasible to fill the query

result of all keywords to be the same, which leaves the padded dataset

similar to the original one. By adjusting co-occurrence comparison from

exact to approximate, the recovery rate of count attack is still the same,

even when the Enron dataset [94] is increased by 15% after padding.

• Oblivious RAM

Data encryption can only protect content confidentiality. Oblivious

Random Access Memory (ORAM) was designed to prevent the physical

memory access pattern leakage [95]. It is a middle layer in between

the running programs and physical memory. Once the memory is being

visited, ORAM keeps on reshuffling the data allocation in the memory

[96]. Hence, ORAM can ensure independence between physical and

logical access pattern. That is the attacker cannot know whether the

program is reading/writing and if the program has accessed the same data

before [97]. ORAM can conceal all the data access patterns. However,

the computational cost of ORAM is very high, due to the multiple rounds

of interactions between client and server [22]. The shuffle operation of

ORAM algorithm is another performance bottleneck, which leads to a
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long response time and high computational cost [98, 99]. In addition,

ORAM is hard to support complex query types (e.g., equality, prefix and

range SQL query in the relational database) [23]. Therefore, existing

ORAM-based schemes are not practical for large datasets.

• Vertical Fragmentation

Vertical fragmentation of database [100, 101, 24, 102] is designed to hide

the sensitive association among the database attributes. For instance,

separating the database table columns of employees’ name and salary in

two servers can avoid the leakage of private information about specific

persons. Some of the vertical fragmentation schemes do not encrypt

sensitive records, while assuming that servers will not collude with each

other. This type of schemes cannot protect the privacy of single attribute

[103]. Vertical fragmentation can be used to counter the IKK attack. For

any two attributes having the unique co-occurrence appearance among

records, vertical fragmentation distributes them to different servers. Then,

the co-occurrence count about queries observed on a single server can

be reduced to zero. However, the frequency of a single attribute is fully

revealed, count attack still occurs on the single server, even when the

records are encrypted. Hence, vertical fragmentation alone cannot resist

the access pattern leakage attack [104].

2.4.3 Security Strategies

The success of IKK attack and count attack both rely on the accurate matches

between ciphertext observation and plaintext dataset knowledge. If either the

ciphertext observation or the plaintext dataset knowledge is inaccurate, the

trapdoor recovery rate will be quite low. As shown in [93], when the attacker

can only get 90% of the plaintext dataset, the recovery rate of IKK and count
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attack declines to less than 0.6 and 0.2, respectively. On the other hand, when

the attacker can only observe partial query results about the encrypted dataset,

the recovery rate will also be reduced, even if the attacker has the complete

knowledge about the same plaintext dataset. As discussed in Chapter 5, our

scheme is designed based on this idea, which is secure against the attackers

even having the complete plaintext knowledge about the same dataset.

Apart from reducing the accuracy of matching in the IKK and count attack,

hiding the uniqueness of observed access pattern is another solution. In the

keyword padding approach [92], the unique co-occurrence is reduced by padding

nonexistent query results. However, the frequency between different keywords

is extremely large (e.g., the most frequent keyword occurs nearly 70 times as

often as the 100 most frequent keywords). It is unable to fill all keywords to

have the same query result, otherwise it will bring a significant number of false

positives. As discussed in Chapter 5, we consider using multi-clouds to tackle

the security problems. Our scheme removes the records in the trapdoor query

results to other cloud servers, in order to make the co-occurrence probability

and keyword frequency observed by a single server incorrect. At the same

time, our scheme distributes queries with similar results on the same server,

in order to make the query result of trapdoors on the same cloud server as

similar as possible.
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3
A Distributed Trust Evaluation

Protocol with Privacy Protection for

Intercloud

3.1 Introduction

Trust in a service is generally concerned with a belief in whether the service

can be delivered satisfactorily, in accordance with certain trust attributes.

In the Intercloud context, a cloud service provider (or user) typically trusts

another cloud service provider based on certain trust attributes, such as service

reliability, quality of service and service efficiency. Before choosing/using a

service, trust evaluation is often conducted based on the feedback of existing

users (i.e., reputation-based trust evaluation). Indeed, feedback provided by

past cloud users is a good reference for trust evaluation [68, 56]. Based on this

feedback or rating, a cloud user can evaluate how likely (e.g., a probability)

that a cloud service will be performed as expected. However, the credibility of

feedback is often difficult to guarantee [56] as cloud users often avoid leaving

honest comments, especially negative ones [72]. The main reason for this

behavior is the unequal status between cloud service providers and cloud users

(e.g., a cloud service provider can easily remove negative comments about its

services). This problem becomes more serious in the Intercloud environment.

As there is more and more mutual co-operation, a cloud user or his/her business

could be another type of cloud service provider in future business transactions.

This possible mutual relationship makes the privacy requirement even more

important in the Intercloud scenario. If feedback information cannot be made
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private, cloud users may only give positive feedback, as they want to maintain

a good relationship or are fearful of retaliation [13, 14]. Hence, it is important

to develop an effective and flexible trust evaluation protocol with privacy

protection for Intercloud.

Inspired by related work on trust and reputation evaluation, this chapter

presents a distributed trust evaluation protocol with privacy protection to ad-

dress the following important requirements. Our contributions are summarized

as follows.

• Cloud user protection. To encourage honest feedback/ratings and to

prevent possible retaliatory attacks, both user identity and user feedback

privacy should be protected. Ideally, feedback should not be linked with

the user and business privacy of the user (i.e., which user has performed

business with which cloud service provider should not be disclosed). Our

protocol uses an innovative mechanism to store feedback, and employs

homomorphic encryptions [25] and [26] with verifiable secret sharing [27]

to protect feedback privacy. Finally, neither the cloud service provider

nor the enquirer can obtain individual feedback.

• Cloud service provider protection. Malicious users can generate

a large volume of misleading feedback or faked ratings to damage the

reputation of a cloud service provider. To address this important issue,

our proposed protocol allows a cloud service provider to certify a rater’s

eligibility. Furthermore, as explained later, our protocol allows the

filtering of extreme ratings without leaking privacy information.

• Trust result availability. Existing distributed protocols typically

require all concerned parties to remain online to facilitate feedback col-

lection. This requirement is not practical in the Intercloud environment.
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The proposed protocol can still function well, even if concerned parties

are not available to contribute to trust evaluation.

• Flexible processing of protected feedback. To facilitate customized

trust evaluation and reduce the influence of misleading ratings, it is

desirable to provide a flexible way to subjectively process protected

feedback results. For example, suppose there are two sets of ratings:

1, 5, 5, 5 and 4, 4, 4, 4. Although they both give an average rating

of 4, one or the other set may be preferred by different enquirers. Our

protocol provides an innovative mechanism to store and process ratings

in a flexible manner (e.g., assigning a lower weight to de-emphasize or

filter extreme ratings) while protecting feedback privacy.

The remaining sections of this chapter are organized as follows. Section

3.2 presents the models and overview. Section 3.3 explains the feedback

computation. Section 3.4 discusses the trust evaluation protocol. Section 3.5

presents the security proof and discusses the security analysis. Section 3.6

presents the simulation settings and Section 3.7 discusses the simulation results.

Section 6 concludes this chapter.

3.2 Models and Overview

In this section, we first discuss the system model, main protocol phases and

adversary model with assumptions.

3.2.1 System Model

Fig. 3.1 shows the system model or architecture with five main components:

cloud service provider (CSP); user/rater; enquirer; distributed feedback storage
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(FBS) and secret sharing network. Under the Intercloud system model, the

CSPs provide cloud services collaboratively to users, and serve each other as

well. In general, there are two types of cloud service users: consumer users

and business users. Consumer users use a cloud service. They have only a

one-way trust/service relationship with a CSP (i.e., the service is one-way CSPs

serving consumer users). Business users may provide services to each other

(i.e., two-way trust/service relationship). After using a cloud service or under

certain arrangements, the users can rate the service or a trust attribute (e.g.,

availability, response time, price, technical support). That means the users

are also raters during the feedback/rating process. Note that to facilitate

the explanation, we focus on evaluating one service or trust attribute. It can

easily be extended to evaluate multiple services or trust attributes. For a

business user, a human representative of the respective organization can provide

the rating/feedback. Furthermore, with advances in intelligent computing

technologies, a software agent or software robot can perform the feedback/rating

task as well. These software agents/robots can communicate through Intercloud

gateways (e.g., using an Intercloud communication protocol with predefined

XML-based messages). In this case, the Intercloud system becomes a highly

autonomous system. The enquirers can be any parties who want to use the

trust evaluation protocol to evaluate the trustworthiness of a CSP based on

the feedback/ratings.

In the traditional web-based trust evaluation system, it usually depends on a

single third party to maintain the feedback information and conduct the trust

evaluation process. However, the this kind of system has some weaknesses due

to its centralized nature. Firstly, a cloud service provider can easily compromise

the system by only publishing positive comments on its service. Therefore,

the fairness of trust evaluation is hard to guarantee. Secondly, relying on a

single third party is vulnerable to single point of failure, which affects the

availability of the trust evaluation service. In the Intercloud environment, the

trust evaluation relationship includes the evaluation between different cloud
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service providers. It becomes even harder or impossible to find a single third

party to handle the trust evaluation workload. Therefore, in our protocol, we

adopt the distributed architecture in which the distributed feedback storage

can be implemented either by the cloud service providers themselves or by

several trusted third parties. We assume there is a distributed FBS for

storing feedbacks. For the Intercloud system, the FBS can be implemented

by the Intercloud exchanges, or by the cloud service providers themselves

using a blockchain-based system. Basically, a feedback is submitted as a

record in the blockchain. With the blockchain consensus mechanisms, feedback

integrity can be preserved. Alternatively, other distributed storage systems,

with integrity guarantees, can also be used to store feedbacks. We also

assume there is a secret sharing network for protecting encrypted feedback.

Detailed operations will be explained later. The secret sharing network can

be formed by the users/raters to protect their feedback privacy. Alternatively,

it can be provided by a third party as a service. In the aforementioned

autonomous Intercloud system, secrets can be shared by software agents

through the Intercloud gateways. Again, communications can be facilitated

by the Intercloud communication protocol. Note that the secret sharing

mechanism is conducted in a distributed manner, without direct interaction

between raters. Through a possibly anonymous secret sharing address (SSA)

(e.g., a server or Intercloud gateway), each rater only needs to reply to the

enquirer by decrypting a certain secret published/provided by the FBS.

3.2.2 Main Protocol Phases

In this subsection, we give an overview of the three main phases of the protocol.

The detailed protocol will be presented in Section 3.4. As shown in Fig. 3.1, the

first phase is rater registration. After using a cloud service provided by a

CSP, a (business/consumer/agent) user registers with the FBS as a rater so that

feedback/ratings on the service can be submitted (i.e., for a trust attribute).
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Fig. 3.1: System architecture and protocol overview.

For the registration, it is important to ensure that a rater is a real user. To

fulfill this requirement, a user/rater (e.g., the corresponding public key) is

certified by the CSP by means of a blind signature [105]. For extra verification,

an additional blind signature certification can be provided by a bank or a

payment system (i.e., to verify that the user has a payment transaction with

the CSP). Note that there can be no linkage between the user identity and

rater identity. During registration, the user/rater also needs to provide a secret

sharing address (SSA). After rater registration, a secure channel can be set

up between the user/rater and the FBS for submitting feedback. Anonymous

evaluation is an alternative solution to prevent the retaliation attack. However,

it has the weakness of untraceability. In other words, the enquirer cannot
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determine whether the feedback or comment provided by an anonymized

user is based on a real cloud service experience. Furthermore, using fully

anonymous evaluation also facilitates the generation of fake feedbacks. Due

to the untraceability of fully anonymous evaluation, slander or self-promotion

attack cannot be easily detected. In our protocol, the cloud service provider

adopts the blind signature method to prove that a user has the right to submit

a feedback. As a result, neither the cloud provider nor the user/enquirer can

link the unblinded signature (i.e., rater identity) with a blinded signature (i.e.,

user identity). At the same time, the feedback storage can still use the public

key of the cloud provider to verify the rater identity without affecting user

privacy.

The second phase is feedback submission. In this phase, raters choose

different secret keys to encrypt their feedback, using a symmetric homomorphic

encryption scheme. Due to the additively homomorphic property of the

encryption scheme, different raters’ encrypted feedback can be added together

directly to produce overall feedback, which can only be decrypted with the

sum of the raters’ secret keys. To support the decryption of the overall

feedback while preventing the disclosure of individual feedback, the raters

form a secret sharing network based on a verifiable secret sharing scheme.

The encrypted feedback and aforementioned SSAs are maintained by the

FBS (i.e., a secure distributed storage to protect data integrity). Detailed

approaches will be presented in the Section 3.4.2. The last phase is the

feedback reconstruction for trust evaluation. To conduct a trust evaluation

based on encrypted feedback, an enquirer progressively sends request to each

rater based on SSAs provided/published by the FBS. Note that there can be

no linkage between a SSA and the corresponding rater. A rater replies to the

request based on the information maintained on the FBS. When there are

sufficient replies (i.e., secret shares) from the raters, the enquirer can regenerate

the required secret key for decrypting the feedback or rating result.
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We rely on the distributed feedback storage FBS (i.e., a group of cloud providers

or trusted third parties) to verify rater identities (i.e., to check whether a rater

has really used the cloud service before). Therefore, when a malicious cloud

service provider colludes with some fake users to submit negative feedbacks to

other clouds. These fake users can be detected during the rater verification.

This is because a fake user cannot generated the required digital signature.

Another possible attack is that a malicious cloud service provider colludes

with a number of eligible users to submit misleading feedbacks. While this

cannot be detected by FBS during the rater registration phase, our protocol

allows an enquirer to flexibly process the ratings by using different evaluation

weights. Hence, the enquirer can filter extreme ratings which can reduce the

influence of misleading feedbacks. Note that the evaluation can be performed

while protecting feedback privacy. The detailed protocol will be presented in

Section 3.4.3.

3.2.3 Adversary Model and Assumptions

In the protocol, we assume that the FBS is reliable for verifying rater identities

and ensuring feedback integrity (e.g., by using a blockchain-based system

formed by the Intercloud exchanges). That means, once a feedback is submitted,

it cannot be altered or removed from the FBS. However, the FBS itself may

not guarantee privacy protection (i.e., its main purpose is to protect data

integrity). We also assume that all communication channels are secure (i.e.,

communication security is outside our scope). Our security goal is to prevent

misbehaving parties from jeopardizing the system operation. As previously

mentioned, with the aim of protecting cloud users and CSPs and safeguarding

system availability, the scope of this chapter is to tackle the following major

security attacks using a distributed system.
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• Attack 1: Malicious users. These malicious users try to affect trust

evaluations by submitting misleading feedbacks to the FBS. They may

have never used the cloud services before, but pretend to be real users.

• Attack 2: Selfish raters. Attacks from selfish raters can be further

divided into two types.

a) Selfish raters prepare incorrect secret sharing information.

b) Selfish raters refuse an enquirer’s request for secret key reconstruc-

tion, such that the enquirer cannot conduct the trust evaluation.

• Attack 3: Malicious FBS. Attacks from a malicious FBS can be further

divided into two types.

a) It discloses the privacy information of a rater so that the user

identity can be found.

b) It leaks rater information to a CSP so that negative raters can be

identified.

• Attack 4: Malicious CSPs. Attacks from malicious CSPs can be further

divided into two types.

a) It may impersonate a valid enquirer to ask for honest raters to

obtain individual feedbacks.

b) It may manipulate the FBS and collude with a number of malicious

raters to reconstruct the secret keys of honest raters so as to decrypt

individual feedback.
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3.3 Computation of Feedback Results

Before presenting the trust evaluation protocol in detail, this section first intro-

duces how to compute feedback results for trust evaluation, while protecting

feedback privacy.

3.3.1 Processing of Feedbacks in Plaintext

In this subsection, we first discuss the processing of feedback or ratings in

plaintext. Let R = {r1, ..., rn} be the set of users/raters that have used a cloud

service. These raters can provide ratings for trust evaluation. As mentioned

above, to facilitate the explanation, we focus on one service or trust attribute.

There is a set of rating choices B = {b1, ..., bz} for the raters to choose from.

Each rating choice represents a different level of satisfaction with the cloud

service or a trust attribute (e.g., in a five-star rating system, one-star (?)

indicates not satisfactory and five-stars (? ? ? ? ?) indicates very satisfactory.

We define fl as the feedback of a rater rl (1  l  n) for a service or trust

attribute. Each rater chooses one of the rating levels in the feedback, that is

fl 2 {b1, ..., bz}. To facilitate the later computation in our scheme, we present

each rating choice as a big integer with z(blog nc+ 1) binary bits. Each set

of (blog nc + 1) binary bits allows the counting on each rating choice. For

example, consider that there are four raters (n = 4) giving feedback to a

five-star rating system. For each rating choice, three binary bits are used for

counting purposes (i.e., how many raters chose the choice). That means that

each rater’s feedback fl is one of the following ratings:
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b5 ? ? ? ? ? 0 0 1, 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 0

b4 ? ? ?? 0 0 0, 0 0 1, 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 0

b3 ? ? ? 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 1, 0 0 0, 0 0 0

b2 ?? 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 1, 0 0 0

b1 ? 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 1

By storing the ratings using the above mechanism, the number of raters for

each choice can be found by adding the feedback. For example, raters r1, r3, r4

rate for ?? and r2 rates for ? ? ? ? ?. By adding their feedback together, we

can obtain the following result in binary.

u1, f1 = b2 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 1, 0 0 0

u2, f2 = b5 0 0 1, 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 0

u3, f3 = b2 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 1, 0 0 0

u4, f4 = b2 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 1, 0 0 0

Rsum =
P

l=4
l=1 fl 0 0 1, 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 1 1, 0 0 0

0 0 12 = 110, 0 0 02 = 010 0 1 12 = 310

By converting the binary sum to the corresponding decimal number, we can

obtain the number of raters for each rating choice, that is |bj|. In the above

example, the binary bits 001 indicate that one rater rated ????? (i.e., |b5| = 1).

Also, the binary bits 011 indicate that three raters rated ?? (i.e., |b2| = 3). An

enquirer can determine the number of raters for each choice by computing the

following sum:

Rsum =
l=nX

l=1

fl.

|b1|, ..., |bz| = Convert(Rsum).

(3.1)

Rsum is the feedback sum of raters in the set R. After converting the binary

bits in Rsum to the corresponding decimal number, the number of raters for

each rating choice can be found, that is |b1|, ..., |bz|. In subsequent sections,
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we describe how to obtain Rsum without disclosing individual rating of raters.

The trust evaluation result can then be computed as follows:

T r =

P
j=z

j=1 wj ⇥ |bj|⇥ j

n
. (3.2)

T r represents the trust evaluation result for an enquirer based on the feedback

ratings. It is a weighted mean of different rating choices. wj is the evaluation

weight assigned by each enquirer to the jth rating choice. |bj| is the number of

raters choosing the j-th rating choice. Note that besides Equation (3.2), other

similar formulas can also be used. Depending on the enquirer’s preference,

different evaluation weights can be used for evaluation purposes. Note that if

the evaluation weight for all ratings is equal to 1, the result will give the average

rating. By using the aforementioned approach, an enquirer can process the

ratings more flexibly. For example, suppose that an enquirer wants to choose

either cloud 1 or cloud 2. The ratings for cloud 1 and cloud 2 are {3, 3, 3, 3} and

{1, 1, 5, 5}, respectively. That means, the average ratings are both 3. However,

if the enquirer prefers to choose a cloud service with more five-star ratings, a

higher weight can be assigned (e.g., 1 for five-star ratings, 0.8 for other ratings).

Thus, the trust evaluation result for cloud 1 is (0.8⇥ 4⇥ 3)/4 = 2.4. And the

trust evaluation result for cloud 2 will become (0.8⇥ 2⇥ 1+1⇥ 2⇥ 5)/4 = 2.9.

So cloud 2 will be chosen. On the contrary, if an enquirer wants to assign a

lower weight to filter or de-emphasize extreme ratings (e.g., 0.8 for one-star

and five-star ratings, 1 for other ratings). Then the trust evaluation result of

cloud 1 is (1⇥ 4⇥ 3)/4 = 3. And the trust evaluation result of cloud 2 will

become (0.8⇥ 2⇥ 1+0.8⇥ 2⇥ 5)/4 = 2.4. Hence, cloud 1 will be chosen. Note

that as explained later, this flexible processing of ratings can be performed

while protecting feedback privacy.
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3.3.2 Homomophic Encryption of Feedback

In the last subsection, we have introduced how to process feedback in plaintext.

To encourage frank feedback and prevent a retaliatory attack, it is important

to protect feedback privacy. In this subsection, we present how to process

encrypted feedback for trust evaluation. The majority of the homomorphic

encryption schemes are based on asymmetric key encryption. That is, plain

text/values are encrypted using the same public key, such that they can be

directly added or multiplied together. However, in our scenario, it is difficult

for raters to share the same pair of public and private keys. On the contrary,

we should allow each rater to use a different secret key to protect feedback

privacy. In our protocol, we adopt the symmetric homomorphic encryption

scheme proposed in [25]. The encryption of a private feedback f is defined

as:

c = Ek(f) = [(f + k)⇥MK] mod ↵ (3.3)

where parameter ↵ is a prime, MK is a master key, k is a random secret key.

The decryption of Ek(f) is defined as:

f = Dk(c) = [c⇥ MK�1
� k] mod ↵ (3.4)

where parameter MK�1 is the multiplicative inverse of MK modulo e. As-

suming that c1 and c2 are the ciphertexts of feedback f1 and f2 under secret

keys k1 and k2, respectively. The homomorphic property of the encryption

supports direct computation on the ciphertexts as follows:

c1 + c2 = Ek1(f1) + Ek2(f2)

= [(f1 + f2) + (k1 + k2)]⇥MK mod ↵

= Ek1+ k2(f1 + f2).

(3.5)
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The result can be decrypted using the key MK�1 and the corresponding sum

of secret keys k1 + k2 as follows:

f1 + f2 = Dk1+k2(c1 + c2). (3.6)

The property of additive homomorphic encryption shown in Equation (3.6)

allows the enquirer to compute the encrypted feedback as if it were computed

based on its plaintexts:

Csum =
l=nX

l=1

Ekl
(fl) = EP

l=n

l=1 kl
(
l=nX

l=1

fl). (3.7)

That is Csum = E SK(Rsum) where kl is the secret key of rl used to encrypt the

feedback fl. Csum is the encrypted sum of all raters’ feedback. SK =
P

l=n

l=1 kl

is the sum of secret keys privately held by each rater. To decrypt Csum and

recover the sum of feedback in plaintext Rsum, the enquirer needs to obtain

SK.

As indicated in the Equation (3.7), to obtain SK, the enquirer needs to ask

all concerned raters to provide their secret keys. However, this requirement

is unrealistic. Moreover, if the secret key of each feedback is disclosed to the

enquirer, feedback privacy cannot be protected. Hence, we adopt secret sharing

in [106, 107], which allows a rater to share its secret key through n pieces

and with only at least m out of n pieces, the secret key can be recovered. We

consider that the raters can share their secret keys with one another. When a

certain number of raters is available to share the secret keys, the sum of the

secret key SK can be determined.
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Table 3.1: Notations used in the trust evaluation protocol

Notation Description
CSP Cloud service provider
FBS Feedback storage
ul The lth user of CSP
rl The lth rater who gives feedback to CSP
fl The feedback given by rater rl to CSP
pubKl, privKl The public/private keys of rater rl

kl The secret key of rater rl for feedback encryption

kli
The secret key share prepared by
rater rl for rater ri

n The number of raters in a rater set R of CSP

m
The minimum number of raters for
secret key sum reconstruction

galm�1 , ..., gkl
The m commitments for verifying
the secret key share of rater rl

Ekl
(fl) The encrypted feedback of rater rl

EpubKi
(kli)

The encrypted secret key share
prepared by rater rl for rater ri

3.4 Trust Evaluation Protocol

In this section, we discuss the trust evaluation protocol in detail, based on

the aforementioned system model and building blocks. There are three phases

in the trust evaluation protocol: rater registration, feedback submission and

feedback reconstruction. The notations used in this section to describe the

protocol are summarized in Table 3.1.

3.4.1 Rater Registration Phase

1) {]Sign(pubKl)} CSP. A user requests for certification by a CSP.

To register with the FBS as a rater, a user ul 2 U = {u1, ..., un} needs
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UserCSP FBS
p̂ubKl

]Sign(pubKl) Sign(pubKl)

EpubKl
(rm)

DprivKl
(EpubKl

(rm))

Fig. 3.2: Process of rater verification.

to provide the FBS with proof of identity. The user ul first generates a

pair of public/private keys {pubKl, privKl} for the certification process.

Then, the user ul asks the CSP to sign the public key {pubKl} by means

of a blind signature to prove the right to submit feedback. Basically,

the user ul first sends a “blinded” public key p̂ubKl to the CSP by

combining it with a certain number of random factors. The CSP then

returns the blinded signature ]Sign(pubKl) to the user. After unblinding
]Sign(pubKl), the user obtains the signature Sign(pubKl), which is proof

of the rater registration. As previously mentioned, additional certification

can be provided by means of a double blind signature (e.g., an additional

blind signature by a payment system).

2) {pubKl, Sign(pubKl)}  ul. The user verifies the identity with

the FBS. The user sends the signature Sign(pubKl) with the public

key pubKl to the FBS for verification. The FBS verifies Sign(pubKl)

with the public key of the CSP. Upon verification, the FBS continues to

verify that user ul has the private key of pubKl by asking ul to decrypt a

random message rm encrypted with pubKl (i.e., a challenge and response

mechanism). If ul can correctly decrypt the random message rm, it

finally proves that ul has the right to submit feedback so that the rater

registration can be conducted. The verification process is shown in

Fig. 3.2.
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3) {hpubK1, ..., pubKni, hSSA1, ..., SSAni} FBS. The user registers with

the FBS as a rater. Once a user is verified by the FBS, a new rater

identity is created for the user. Due to the use of a blind signature (i.e.,

no linkage between ]Sign(pubKl) and unblinded signature Sign(pubKl)),

the user’s identity cannot be determined from the rater’s identity. The

rater also needs to provide a SSA for the secret sharing operation, which

has no linkage with the CSP. After user registration, the FBS groups

n registered raters together to form R = {r1, ..., rn} and publishes their

public keys and SSAs. Note that there can be no linkage between an

SSA and the corresponding rater, and the SSAs can be published in a

group.

3.4.2 Feedback Submission Phase

In this phase, each rater generates a different secret key for the encryption

of its feedback, and shares this secret key with all raters in the same random

group/set R using the (m,n) Shamir’s secret sharing method [106]. The secret

key share process does not rely on the existing trust relationship between users,

since their identities have been anonymized. When certain raters leak the

privacy of honest raters, their own secret keys would leak at the same time.

Thus, the privacy of raters’ feedback is preserved. When a rater wants to

update its feedback, it only uses the same secret key to encrypt its new feedback,

without updating its secret key shares. Due to the homomorphic property

of Shamir’s secret sharing, given ith share of each secret key F1(i), ..., Fn(i),

one can compute the ith share of the sum of n secret keys F1(x) + ...+ Fn(x).

With the distributed collaboration of m out of n raters, the sum of secrets can

be reconstructed, where m is the threshold value.

1) {kl, hkl1, ..., klni, hgalm�1 , ..., gkli}  rl. Each rater prepares secret

key shares to protect the privacy of the feedback. To implement
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the above method, each rater in R privately constructs a different poly-

nomial with the same degree of m� 1, but different random coefficients,

and a constant term, which represents the secret key of the rater. Each

rater rl 2 R constructs a polynomial

Fl(x) = alm�1x
m�1 + alm�2x

m�2 + ...+ al1x+ kl(mod �).

Rater rl produces n points on Fl(x) and one for each rater. That is,

kli = Fl(i) is the secret key share prepared by rater rl for rater ri,

1  i  n. To allow each rater to verify that its secret key share is

correctly prepared, we adopt a verifiable secret sharing scheme [27]. Each

rater rl also generates m commitments to the coefficients of Fl(x), that is

{galm�1 , galm�2 , ..., gal1 , gkl}. The public parameter g is the generator of a

cyclic group. In this group, the discrete logarithm is difficult to compute.

Rater rl submits the m commitments {galm�1 , ..., gkl} to the FBS.

2) {EpubK1(kl1), ..., EpubKn
(kln)}  rl. A rater prepares the encrypted

share of the secret key with the rest of the raters. To prevent

the FBS from directly observing the secret key shares, the rater encrypts

each secret key share with the public key of the corresponding rater using

Paillier encryption [26]. That is, EpubKi
(kli) is the encrypted secret key

share prepared by rater rl for rater ri. Rater rl submits n encrypted shares

of its secret key {EpubK1(kl1), ..., EpubKn
(kln)} to the FBS, as illustrated

in Table 3.2.

3) {
Q

l=n

l=1 EpubK1(kl1), ...,
Q

l=n

l=1 EpubKn
(kln)}  FBS. The FBS computes

the product of all encrypted key shares for each rater. To facili-

tate the feedback reconstruction process, the FBS computes the product

of Paillier-based encrypted key shares for each rater and publishes the

product results, as shown in the gray parts of Table 3.2. Based on the

additive homomorphic property of Paillier encryption, the encrypted key

shares for the same rater can be multiplied together, which is equal to the
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encrypted sum of key shares, that is
Q

l=n

l=1 EpubKi
(kli) = EpubKi

(
P

l=n

l=1 kli).

4) {g
P

l=n

l=1 alm�1 , ..., g
P

l=n

l=1 kl}  FBS. The FBS computes the product

of all polynomial commitments for verification. To allow any m

of the n raters to verify the aggregated secret key shares, (i.e.,
P

l=n

l=1 kli

is correctly prepared), the FBS computes the product of all raters’

polynomial commitments and publishes the product result i.e.,

l=nX

l=1

Fl(x) =
l=nX

l=1

alm�1x
m�1 + ...+

l=nX

l=1

al1x+
l=nX

l=1

kl(mod �).

5) Ekl
(fl) rl. A rater submits the encrypted feedback to the FBS.

To submit feedback, rater rl encrypts the feedback to obtain Ekl
(fl) based

on Equation (3.3). The rater then uploads the encrypted feedback to the

FBS, as shown in the gray part of Table 3.2. The feedback submission

process is shown in Fig. 3.3.

6) {Ekl
(f

0
l
), hEpubK1(k

0
l1), ..., EpubKn

(k
0
ln
)i, hgdlm�1 , ..., gdl1 , gi} rl. A rater

updates the feedback and secret key shares. A rater can update

the feedback by resubmitting new feedback f
0
l

encrypted using the same

secret key kl to the FBS, that is, to use Ekl
(f

0
l
) to replace the old one. To

prevent malicious users from colluding to recover the secret keys of honest

raters over time, each rater rl can periodically update the secret key

shares by generating a new polynomial F 0
l
(x) with random coefficients,

but a constant term of zero. As a result, an attacker must collude with

enough raters within a certain time frame to successfully recover the

secret key.

F
0

l
(x) = dlm�1x

m�1 + ...+ dl1x+ 0(mod �).
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FBSRater rl
galm�1 , ..., gkl

EpubK1(kl1), ..., EpubKn
(kln)

Ekl
(fl)

Fig. 3.3: Process of feedback submission.

For each remaining rater, a new point on this new polynomial F 0
l
(x) is

computed, that is, k0
li
= F

0
l
(i). Each rater then adds the old secret key

share with the new point to obtain the new secret key share, that is,

k1
li
= kli + k

0
li
= Fl(i) + F

0
l
(i). Thus, each rater rl can update secret key

shares by submitting n new encrypted secret key shares to the FBS, that

is {EpubK1(k
0
l1), ..., EpubKn

(k
0
ln
)}. At the same time, rater rl updates its

polynomial commitments by sending {gdlm�1 , ..., gdl1 , g} to the FBS. Note

that the FBS will verify the rater’s identity in each submission. After

a certain period of time, all submitted encrypted feedback and secret

key shares need to be dismissed and can no longer be used. To avoid

breaking anonymity and privacy, raters need to generate new secret keys

for new feedback, and upload them to FBS.

3.4.3 Feedback Reconstruction Phase

1) {Ek1(f1), ..., Ekn
(fn)} FBS. An enquirer gets the encrypted feed-

back from the FBS. To evaluate the trustworthiness of a cloud service,

an enquirer sends a request to the FBS for the feedback provided by

raters. Upon receiving a reply from the FBS, the enquirer computes

the encrypted sum of the raters’ feedback by adding it together, that is

Csum =
P

l=n

l=1 Ekl
(fl) = EP

l=n

l=1 kl
(
P

l=n

l=1 fl).

2) Request for decryption  Enquirer. The enquirer requests the

raters to decrypt the assigned secret key shares. To decrypt the
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Table 3.2: Feedback submission and reconstruction
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encrypted sum of feedback, the enquirer needs to reconstruct the sum of

the raters’ secret keys
P

l=n

l=1 kl. The enquirer progressively sends requests

to the raters based on SSAs provided/published by the FBS. In each

iteration, the minimum number of raters are chosen and contacted. For

example, in the first iteration, m raters are contacted. If only x of them

reply, m�x raters will be contacted in the second iteration. Alternatively,

the enquirer can broadcast requests to all raters but some replies may

be wasted as only m of them are required.

3) DprivKi
(
Q

l=n

l=1 EpubKi
(kli))  ri. Each rater independently decrypts

the product of respective secret shares, and forwards it to the

enquirer. Rater ri who is willing to contribute to secret key recon-

struction gets the product result of the encrypted secret key shares
Q

l=n

l=1 EpubKi
(kli) from the FBS. Due to the additive homomorphic prop-

erty,
Q

l=n

l=1 EpubKi
(kli) = EpubKi

(
P

l=n

l=1 kli). ri decrypts it using the private

key privKi to obtain
P

l=n

l=1 kli and sends it to the enquirer. The process

of secret key share collection is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. Note that an

honest rater will not decrypt any information other than the encrypted

sum of secret key shares assigned to it.

4) Secret share verification  Enquirer. The enquirer verifies the se-

cret key shares with the polynomial commitments. The enquirer

obtains the product of all polynomial commitments from the FBS. The

enquirer then computes the following value for each rater ri

(g
P

l=n

l=1 alm�1)i
m�1

(g
P

l=n

l=1 alm�2)i
m�2

...(g
P

l=n

l=1 kl)i
0

= g
P

l=n

l=1 alm�1i
m�1+

P
l=n

l=1 alm�2i
m�2+...+

P
l=n

l=1 kl

= g
P

l=n

l=1 Fl(i).

Accordingly, using the public parameter g and received
P

l=n

l=1 kli, the

enquirer computes g
P

l=n

l=1 kli(mod �). By comparing g
P

l=n

l=1 Fl(i)(mod �) and
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EnquirerFBS Rater ri
Ek1(f1), ..., Ekn

(fn)

g
P

l=n

l=1 alm�1 , ..., g
P

l=n

l=1 kl

Q
l=n

l=1 EpubKi
(kli)

P
l=n

l=1 kli

Fig. 3.4: Process of secret key share collection.

g
P

l=n

l=1 kli(mod �), the enquirer can verify whether
P

l=n

l=1 kli can correctly

reconstruct the sum of all raters’ secret keys.

5)
P

l=n

l=1 kl  Enquirer. The enquirer reconstructs the raters’ en-

crypted secret keys. When there are at least m successful secret share

verifications (i.e., from m raters), the sum of n raters’ secret keys can be

reconstructed using the Lagrange interpolation method, that is,
P

l=n

l=1 kl.

6)
P

l=n

l=1 fl  Enquirer. The enquirer decrypts the encrypted sum

of feedback. Finally, using the secret keys, the enquirer can decrypt

Csum to obtain Rsum =
P

l=n

l=1 fl. By converting the respective binary

digits of Rsum to the corresponding decimal numbers, the number of

raters for each rating choice can be determined. The enquirer finally

obtains the trust evaluation result using different evaluation weights:

T r = (
P

j=z

j=1 wj ⇥ |bj|⇥ j)/n.

3.5 Security Evaluation

We analyze the security of our proposed Intercloud trust evaluation protocol

based on the widely used simulation paradigm [108] in a manner similar

to that seen in [109]. In this paradigm, a system is secure if its output

distribution approximates an ideal system for all possible input distributions.

More specifically, we first define an ideal system where all computations are
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conducted by a trusted party, T . Furthermore, all participants communicate

through T via a secure communication channel. As such, this hypothetical

ideal system is secure, assuming T is honest. A real-world system is secure if

the output distribution of the system is the same as that of an ideal system

for all possible input sequences. A complete security analysis in this paradigm

then consists of two parts, namely, a security model and security proof. The

former gives the definition of an ideal system, and the latter asserts that the

input-output distribution of a real-world system is the same as that of the

ideal system.

3.5.1 Security Model

An Intercloud trust evaluation protocol consists of rater registration, feedback

submission and feedback reconstruction phases with relevant parties being

the FBS, CSP, users/raters and enquirers. We give the specifications of the

ideal-world system as follows.

• Rater registration Each user u 2 U = {u1, ..., un} sends a request to

register as a rater for a CSP to T , who forwards the request to the CSP

concerned. The response from the CSP is sent back through T . Upon

receiving approval, u sends another request to T for the registration as a

rater with FBS. T first checks whether the request is legitimate, based on

the CSP response. If the request is valid, T notifies FBS that one eligible

user is requesting to give feedback for this particular CSP. Note that

T will not reveal the identity of u to FBS. If FBS accepts this request,

T creates a new rater identity r for u and informs u and FBS. FBS

randomly groups raters together to obtain a set of raters R = {r1, ..., rn}.

The set, R, is made known to all raters within the set through T .
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• Feedback Submission Each rater r 2 R = {r1, ..., rn} sends a request

to T for rater set R that includes r. T first checks whether the requester

is rater r. Once it passes the check, T returns R to it. Rater acknowledges

set R to T . T informs the FBS that rater r’s R. After a period of time,

each rater r submits its feedback f to T . Then, after T confirms the

requester is rater r, it will store the feedback and inform FBS that rater

r has submitted feedback, but without informing FBS about the content

of the rater’s rating choice.

• Feedback Reconstruction An enquirer asks T for the CSP feedback

given by its past users. T forwards the enquirer’s request to all raters in

the R to ask whether they support the reconstruction of the feedback

results. When there is a sufficient number of approval responses from

raters, T calculates the sum of the feedback given by raters in the group

R and returns this sum to the enquirer. Then T informs FBS that an

enquirer has obtained the sum of the feedback in the group R.

Upon completion of the three phases, all participants output the protocol

outcome in each of the above three phases. Obviously, the system in the ideal

world is secure, assuming T follows the specifications completely and that

communication between T and the participants is secure. In particular, CSP

and FBS will not be able to obtain individual feedback. CSP also cannot learn

the raters’ identity. To show that our proposed Intercloud trust evaluation

protocol achieves its security goals, it suffices to prove that for all possible

execution sequences and all possible inputs, the output distribution of our

proposed system is the same as the above ideal system.

Following the above intuition, we define the security of an Intercloud trust

evaluation protocol as follows. Let ~x denote the set of inputs for all participants.

Let M denote the set of dishonest participants controlled by adversary A. To

be more specific, we use AI and AR to denote an adversary in the ideal and
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the real worlds respectively. Honest participants are denoted as H. While

H follows the protocol faithfully, A may act arbitrarily. Let REALAR
(, ~x)

(resp. IDEALAI ,S(, ~x)) denote the probability distribution of joint outputs of

honest clouds and adversary AR (resp. adversary AI) on inputs ~x and security

parameter  in the real world (resp. in the ideal world).

Definition 1 An Intercloud trust evaluation protocol is secure, if for all prob-

abilistic polynomial time adversaries AR, there exists a corresponding AI in

the ideal world such that:

{REALAR
(, ~x)}2N ⇡ {IDEALAI

(, ~x)}2N (3.8)

where ⇡ represents indistinguishability of two distributions.

3.5.2 Security Proof

The goal of the security proof is to show that for all AR, there exists a

corresponding AI . To accomplish the goal, we construct a simulator, S, who

plays the role of all honest parties in the view of AR, and plays the role of

AI in the ideal world. That is, S represents the honest parties to interact

with AR in the real world, in order to learn about the attacks of AR. At the

same time, S represents the dishonest users/raters, CSP, FBS and enquirer

to interact with T in the ideal world. Then, we are going to show that the

input-output distribution of the two worlds is indistinguishable. Based on the

adversary model analyzed in Section 3.2.3, in the real world, adversary AR

might corrupt all participants (i.e., users/raters, CSP, FBS and enquirer) in

all three phases of our protocol.

Below we discuss the various attacks presented in our adversary model (Section

3.2.3) and that if successful, would cause the outputs of the ideal and real
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world to be distinguishable. Then, we present arguments that these cases can

only occur with negligible probability.

• Rater registration

1) (Attack 1) Malicious user in the real world who does not obtain

the signature assigned by CSP can register as a rater and submit

misleading feedback. In the ideal world, T will check CSP’s ap-

proval for a rater registration request, and thus this attack cannot

happen. In our protocol, we assume that FBS is reliable for rater

verification and needs to verify the signature with a CSP public key.

Consequently, a malicious user only becomes a rater if it can forge

a signature of the CSP. We would like to remark that it cannot

become a rater by stealing signatures from valid users. The reason

is that in our protocol, FBS will validate whether the signature

holder is the real user by a challenge-response protocol in which

the rater is required to decrypt the ciphertext of a random message.

Since a malicious user does not have the private key of the real

signature holder, it cannot decrypt the message and cannot pass

the check on FBS. As a result, this scenario will not occur.

2) (Attack 3a) Malicious FBS maintains raters’ information, which

violates business privacy. FBS can help CSP identify raters that

gave negative feedback. In the ideal world, all users’ user identity

information is kept secret by T and thus, this attack cannot occur.

In our protocol, we adopt a blind signature to prevent this from

happening in the real world. Specifically, possession of an unblinded

signature only demonstrates that the signature holder is a legitimate

user of the CSP, but it cannot be linked to the specific blind signature

generation.
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• Feedback Submission

1) (Attack 2a) Selfish raters may prepare incorrect secret sharing in-

formation and submit it to the FBS. In the ideal world, T stores a

single feedback value and seeks approval from raters before releasing

it. In other words, this attack cannot happen. In our protocol,

we adopt verifiable secret sharing to prevent this from happening.

Specifically, anyone can verify whether the secret key shares of each

rater has been correctly prepared. As such, this attack also cannot

happen in the real world.

2) (Attack 3b) Malicious FBS may help CSP to identify raters that

gave negative feedbacks. Malicious CSPs and FBS colludes to obtain

actual value of individual feedback. In the ideal world, all feedback is

maintained by T . FBS only knows whether a rater has provided its

rating or not, and thus this attack cannot happen. In our protocol,

we adopt homomorphic encryption, so that all feedback and secret

key shares are encrypted by the secret key and public key of honest

raters. Therefore, only the honest raters themselves can decrypt it.

The FBS cannot directly deduce the plaintext of these encrypted

values and in the FBS’s view, these values are indistinguishable

from random values. Thus, this attack also cannot happen in the

real world.

• Feedback Reconstruction

1) (Attack 2b) Selfish raters refuse the enquirer’s request for secret

key reconstruction, such that the enquirer cannot reconstruct the

feedback sum. This attack can occur in both the real world and

the ideal world, and depends on the number of honest raters versus

selfish raters. In the next section, we present an analysis to show
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feedback reconstructions that fail with very low probability under

reasonably chosen parameters.

2) (Attack 4a) Malicious CSP pretends to be an enquirer to ask for

honest raters to decrypt the individual secret key share of a specific

rater so as to obtain its individual feedback. In the ideal world, T

checks the identity of the enquirer to prevent this from happening.

In our protocol, this will also not happen, since an honest rater will

refuse this kind of request from an enquirer.

3) (Attack 4b) Malicious CSP colludes with FBS and n raters. As long

as n is smaller than the threshold, no information is leaked since

secret reconstruction is impossible. In the case that n is greater

than or equal to the threshold, the real world adversary AR can

reconstruct the secret key of honest raters and obtain individual

feedback f without being noticed. In the ideal world, honest raters

will be notified by T of the fact that someone attempted to recon-

struct feedback. In this case, the two world will be distinguishable.

We define event fail as the scenario where AR obtains individual

feedback without being noticed.

In conclusion, the only case in which the outputs of the real and ideal worlds

are distinguishable is when event fail occurs in the feedback reconstruction

phase. In the next section, we will analyze the probability of a successful

attack of this kind, in which the adversary obtains individual feedback from

our protocol.
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3.6 Simulation Settings

In this section, we conduct simulations to evaluate our protocol, focusing on

the security aspects. In particular, the aim is to evaluate how the protocol can

resist collusion attack from malicious raters and maintain the availability of

trust results with the selfish raters.

Choice of Parameters. We first use a weighted directed graph G(N, p, q) to

describe the possible connections between users and CSPs in the Intercloud

scenario. A set of vertices N in the graph G represents the set of users/raters

and CSPs in the Intercloud. Note that each vertex can be a user as well

as a CSP. When a user interacts with a CSP, a directed edge will be added

from the cloud vertex to the user vertex on the graph. We define parameter

p 2 [0%, 100%] as the density of graph G, which is the ratio between the

actual number of edges and the maximum number of edges in the graph G

(i.e., N(N � 1)). A larger p indicates there are more interactions between users

and CSPs. And the weight of each edge in the graph is the feedback given by

a rater to a CSP. We define the parameter q 2 [0, 100] as the average feedback

given by a rater to a CSP, which is also the average weight of an edge in the

graph. A larger q shows that the rater tends to give more positive feedback

to the CSP. Fig. 3.5 shows a simple example of graph G. There are three

vertices, each acting as CSP and user at the same time (i.e., N = 3). There

are four edges. Thus, the graph density is p = 4
6 = 67%. Each edge weight

is feedback given by a rater to a CSP. In this graph, the average feedback is

the average weight of all edges q = (100+80+60+40)
4 = 70. We assume that all

raters adopt our protocol to protect the privacy of their feedback. By labeling

a portion of raters as malicious or selfish, we evaluate the privacy protection,

trust result availability and efficiency of our protocol. Three graphs, denoted

by Advogato, Robots, Random, are used in our simulation. Their characteristics

are summarized in Table 3.3.
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Fig. 3.5: Example of trust graph.

Table 3.3: Characteristics of trust graphs

Advogato Robots
Random

Random-a Random-b
Vertices N 5,417 1,732 5,417 1,732
Density p 0.17% 0.12% 0.17% [10%, 100%]
Avg. feedback q 80.12 70.46 [10, 100] 70.46

Trust graphs. There is more mutual co-operation in the Intercloud environ-

ment. However, current trust feedback datasets about cloud service only collect

feedback given from users to CSPs, which is not a mutual evaluation or two-way

trust/service relationship. Currently, no dataset about the two-way Intercloud

relationship is available. Thus, we choose to evaluate our protocol based on two

trust graphs Advogato and Robots which are commonly adopted in the analysis

of any trust-related protocols [72]. These two datasets include a large number

of mutual evaluations records, which is close to the two-way trust/service rela-

tionship between CSPs and users in the Intercloud environment. For instance,

in the Advogato community, each member is a free software developer, and eval-

uates other developers with different rating levels. Robots community follows

the same trust metric. The rating choices are master, journeyer, apprentice,

and observer, in which master is the highest level and observer is the lowest

or default level for a new account. We downloaded the latest dataset (Jul 07,

2014) of these communities from trustlet.org and used them to build graphs Ad-

vogato and Robots respectively, representing the possible relationships between

users and CSPs in the Intercloud environment.
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Random graph. As shown in Table 3.3, the graph density and average weight

of the two trust graphs Advogato and Robots are similar. To supplement our

simulation on the influences of graph density and average feedback, we also

use another two graphs (denoted by Random-a and Random-b) with various

parameters in our simulations. These two graphs are generated by randomly

connecting between vertices (i.e., CSPs and users) and randomly assigning

different weights (i.e., feedback) on edges. It is reasonable that several large

CSPs would serve as ”hubs” of the Intercloud. They have many more users

than the rest of the CSPs. Thus, we model the Intercloud as a scale-free

network in the random graph. We generate a random variable with Pareto

distribution, which represents the outdegree of the vertex (i.e., the number of

users interacting with the same CSP). For each outgoing edge, we randomly

pick a vertex as its destination. We consider that the majority of raters would

choose the middle rating levels (e.g., apprentice and journeyer). And a small

number of raters choose very low or very high rating levels (e.g., observer

and master) as their feedback to the CSPs. Thus, the weights of edges in the

random graph (i.e., feedback given by raters to CSPs) are assigned with a

random variable following a normal distribution.

Random-a is a supplement to Advogato to evaluate protocol performance

under various average feedback. Random-b supplements Robots to analyze the

influence of density conditions. For Advogato and Robots, we build the graphs

from the dataset after a pre-processing step that converts the rating level into

the weight of the edges, by the following rule: master level = 100, journeyer

level = 80, apprentice level = 60 and observer level = 40. Then each cloud

has a different size of n users, m of which is the threshold number for feedback

reconstruction. In subsequent simulations, we vary m/n ratio 2 [0.1, 1], with

an increment of 0.1.

3.7 Simulation Results
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3.7.1 Protection Against Collusion Attack

In this subsection, we evaluate the relationship between m/n and

successful collusion attack probability, under different percentages of

malicious raters. We calculate successful collusion attack probability as the

percentage of honest raters whose feedback is leaked during the attack. A

collusion attack is launched by malicious raters. They intentionally leak the

secret key share information of honest raters. When a malicious CSP colludes

with at least the threshold number of raters, it can illegally reconstruct the

secret key to decrypt the individual feedback of honest raters. In the security

analysis in Section 3.5.2, we have defined this as an event failure, and if this

happens, the real world and the ideal world are distinguishable. Thus, the first

simulation seeks to analyze the probability of this event failure in a practical

setting. We use successful collusion attack probability to represent this event

failure probability.

Raters in the network with a low reputation score are considered to be malicious.

They have a higher possibility of colluding with each other to recover the

feedback of honest raters. For the trust graphs, we set the malicious raters

with reputations ranked in the lowest {20%, 30%, 40%, 50%} of the entire

network. To test the worst case scenario, we set 50% of raters as malicious in

the random graphs. In Random-a, we fix p = 0.17% (same density of Advogato)

and change q from 10 to 100, with an increment of 10. We use q = 70.46 for

Random-b (same average feedback of Robots) and vary its p from 10% to 100%,

with an increment of 10%.

The results for the trust and random graphs are shown in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7,

respectively. It can be seen that even if the network contains 50% malicious

raters, the successful collusion attack probability (i.e., the probability of event

failure) will be less than 0.1 as long as m/n > 20% and q < 90 (i.e., the average

feedback values in the entire network). In the design of our protocol, each
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(a) Advogato, q = 80.12. (b) Robots, p = 0.12%.

Fig. 3.6: Effect of increasing m/n ratio on the successful collusion attack probability
(SCAP) in trust graphs.

(a) Random-a, q 2 [ 10, 100 ]. (b) Random-b, p 2 [ 10%, 100% ].

Fig. 3.7: Effect of increasing m/n ratio on the successful collusion attack probability
(SCAP) in random graphs.

rater relies on other raters in the same set to share its secret key. When some

of the raters collude to recover other raters’ secret keys, their own secret keys

are also disclosed. We consider that the majority of raters seek to protect their

privacy. In addition, to recover raters’ private feedback, CSPs need to inject

a high enough number of malicious raters. Since these are real companies,

many should have good corporate governance. The real-world collusion attack

probability should be lower than the above results. Hence, the proposed

protocol should be effective in handling collusion attacks.
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3.7.2 Feedback Recovery Rate of Our Protocol

In this subsection, we discuss the relationship between m/n and the

successful feedback recovery rate, under different percentages of selfish

raters. The decryption of the secret key sum relies on the support of raters.

This simulation seeks to study whether the protocol can still accurately compute

the trust result when there are selfish raters who are not willing to participate

in the secret key sum reconstruction. Let |T r| (wj = 1) denote the number

of CSPs’ trust results reconstructed from all raters in the network. Let |T r
0
|

(wj = 1) denote the number of CSPs’ trust results recovered only from the

raters who are not selfish. We define a successful feedback recovery rate as |T r
0 |

|T r| .

In the following simulations, selfish raters are randomly assigned. For the trust

graphs, we run with selfish raters 2 {20%, 30%, 40%, 50%}. For the random

graphs, we consider that 50% of raters in the network are selfish. Likewise,

we evaluate the protocol recovery rate under various average feedback and

network density by setting q 2 [10, 100] and p 2 [10%, 100%].

The feedback recovery rates of the protocol for the trust and random graphs

are illustrated in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9, respectively. It can be seen that the

higher the network density p, the higher average feedback q and the greater

m/n all lead to a lower feedback recovery rate. Under the same percentage of

selfish raters in the network, the network density p has more influence than

parameter q in the successful feedback recovery rate, as shown in Fig. 3.9.

In addition, when there are 50% of selfish raters in a network, the successful

feedback recovery rate will be more than 0.77 as long as m/n <= 0.5.
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(a) Advogato, q = 80.12. (b) Robots, p = 0.12%.

Fig. 3.8: Effect of increasing m/n ratio on successful feedback recovery rate (SFRR)
in trust graphs.

(a) Random-a, q 2 [ 10, 100 ]. (b) Random-b, p 2 [ 10%, 100% ].

Fig. 3.9: Effect of increasing m/n ratio on successful feedback recovery rate (SFRR)
in random graphs.

3.7.3 Feedback Recovery E�ciency of Our

Protocol

In this subsection, we analyze the relationship between m/n and the

efficiency of feedback recovery, under different percentages of selfish raters.

We evaluate the efficiency of feedback recovery as the number of iterations

required to obtain the secret key shares during the enquiry phase. An enquirer

can progressively ask raters for the decrypted secret key shares. Ideally, only

one iteration is required if m raters reply to the request. If some raters are

selfish, more iterations are needed until m replies are collected to reconstruct

the feedback sum. Therefore, the number of iterations required indicate the
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(a) Advogato, q = 80.12. (b) Robots, p = 0.12%.

Fig. 3.10: Effect of increasing m/n ratio on the average number of iterations required
to obtain the secret key shares during the query phase in trust graphs.

(a) Random-a, q 2 [ 10, 100 ]. (b) Random-b, p 2 [ 10%, 100% ].

Fig. 3.11: Effect of increasing m/n ratio on the average number of iterations required
to obtain the secret key shares during the query phase in random graphs.

efficiency. In the simulations, the number of iterations required to recover

the feedback sum of each CSP is determined so that the overall average can

be computed. Similar to Section 3.7.2, we randomly choose selfish raters

2 {20%, 30%, 40%, 50%} of the entire network when running the simulation in

the trust graph. For the random graphs, we assume 50% selfish raters.

We present the recovery efficiency of our protocol in Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11.

Advogato and Random-a show the similar trend in Fig. 3.10 (a) and Fig. 3.11 (a).

Whereas, the peak number of iterations required in Random-b is much higher

than that in the other three graphs as shown in Fig. 3.11 (b). Comparing the

result of Random-a and Random-b, it can be seen that the network density

p has more influence on the feedback recovery efficiency. When the network
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Fig. 3.12: Trust result accuracy comparison of our protocol and ASS-based scheme.

density p � 10%, the enquirer needs more iterations to obtain the feedback

sum (i.e., less efficient). The decline shown in the figures indicates that the

trust result of some CSPs cannot be obtained when the number of selfish raters

and m/n is large as discussed in Section 3.7.2. By considering the Intercloud

configuration and security requirements, a suitable threshold value of m can

be chosen.

3.7.4 Trust Result Accuracy Comparison

In this subsection, we compare the trust result accuracy of our protocol

with the scheme that uses additive secret sharing (ASS). Clark et al.

[69] and Hasan et al. [72] both used ASS in their schemes to protect feedback

privacy. Given a secret f , an ASS of f consists of n shares {f1, ..., fn}, where

f1, ..., fn�1 are randomly chosen and fn = f�
P

i=n�1
i=1 fi. To accurately recover

the secret, it simply adds all of the secret shares together.

ASS requires all raters to stay online to enable the computation of trust results.

When any rater leaves the network or refuses to reply, all corresponding

feedback shares will be lost in the trust result, causing inaccurate trust results.
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To perform the analysis, let T r denote the trust result of each CSP computed

from all of its raters. Let T r
0 denote the trust result of each CSP computed

from the raters who are not selfish. We consider the trust result accuracy as

the average value T r
0

T r
of all CSPs whose trust results can be recovered. In the

subsequent simulations, we randomly choose selfish raters 2 [5%, 50%], with

an increment of 5% in the Advogato trust graph. We set m/n = v/n = 0.4 in

our protocol and in ASS approach, such that the majority of feedback can be

recovered (v is the number of feedback shares prepared by each rater in Hasan

et al.’s scheme).

Fig. 3.12 shows the comparison of trust result accuracy on the Advogato trust

graph. We observe that the accuracy of the ASS approach decreases with an

increased percentage of selfish raters. However, the accuracy of our protocol

can be maintained at a high level. This is because in our protocol, an enquirer

only needs to request m < n raters to reconstruct an accurate trust result.

Therefore, our protocol is less affected by the percentage of selfish raters, unless

the percentage is unreasonably high.

3.8 Conclusion

Intercloud seeks to facilitate resource sharing among clouds. To support Inter-

cloud, a trust evaluation framework among clouds and users is required. For

trust evaluation, conventional protocols are typically based on a centralized

architecture focusing on a one-way relationship. For Intercloud, the environ-

ment is highly dynamic and distributed, and relationships can be one-way or

two-way (i.e., clouds provide services to each other). This chapter presents a

distributed trust evaluation protocol with privacy protection for Intercloud.

The new contributions and innovative features are summarized below. First,

feedback is protected by homomorphic encryption with verifiable secret sharing.

Second, to cater to the dynamic nature of Intercloud, trust evaluation can
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be conducted in a distributed manner and is functional even when some of

the parties are offline. Third, to facilitate customized trust evaluation, an

innovative mechanism is used to store feedback, such that it can be processed

flexibly while protecting feedback privacy. The protocol has been proved based

on a formal security model. Simulations have been performed to demonstrate

the effectiveness of the protocol. The results show that even when half of the

clouds are malicious or offline, by choosing suitable operational parameters the

protocol can still support effective trust evaluation with privacy protection.
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4
Order-Hiding Range Query over

Encrypted Data without Search

Pattern Leakage

4.1 Introduction

For cloud data storage, data privacy and security are two key concerns. Al-

though sensitive data can be encrypted before they are stored in the cloud, the

encrypted data can hardly be processed efficiently. Hence, a lightweight solu-

tion is required to satisfy both high security and high efficiency requirements.

In this chapter, we study the problem of range query over encrypted data

which are required for some applications. For instance, social networks and

computer networks can be modelled as large graphs. To protect the privacy

of network connections in a graph, information on the vertices and edges is

encrypted before uploading to the cloud server. To find the shortest path

between two vertices (e.g., using Dijkstra’s algorithm), it needs to compare

the new path distance to the current vertex with the previous one. Hence, the

cloud server needs to perform comparisons on the encrypted path information

[110, 83]. In other scenarios, such as medical record reviewing or financial

auditing, records are sensitive and queries are usually based on range values

(e.g., certain time periods or a particular range of IP addresses) [111]. They

also require to perform secure range queries over encrypted data. Compared

with keyword queries, there are more technical challenges in designing an

effective and secure scheme for range queries on encrypted data.
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In general, there are two types of solutions to support secure range queries

on encrypted data. The first type (e.g., [73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78]) aims at

providing faster search time while disclosing certain information (e.g., the

ordering between unmatched records and trapdoors). The second type (e.g.,

[79, 80, 112]) is designed to achieve higher security at the expense of extra

cost (e.g., longer search time, large index storage space, false positives in the

query results). For instance, Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE), which

allows arithmetic operations on ciphertexts can be applied to support privacy-

preserving range queries [112]. Although FHE can achieve high security, its

computational cost is high. In this chapter, we design and evaluate a privacy-

preserving range query scheme to address the above-mentioned limitations.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose an index generation algorithm that is secure against “inference

attacks”. Since the index generated in our scheme is not deterministic, the

cloud server cannot obtain any distribution or relationship information

(e.g., frequency and order) of records based on their indexes.

• We provide a range comparison method that does not disclose the different

binary bit(s) between a record and a query. For unmatched records, the

cloud server cannot learn their orderings from their comparison results

with query range [a, b] (i.e., if they are smaller than the lower bound

“ a” or larger than the upper bound “� b”, respectively).

• We develop a trapdoor generation algorithm that can hide query search

patterns. Due to the non-deterministic nature of our trapdoor genera-

tion algorithm, the cloud server cannot determine 1) whether any two

trapdoors are created from the same query, 2) whether the upper/lower

bound of one query is larger/smaller than that of another query, and 3)

for each query, the cloud server cannot distinguish its upper bound from

its lower bound, based on the trapdoor value and query results.
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• We prove that our scheme is secure under the best security model

available, without the restriction of identical search patterns. This is

better than existing schemes. Furthermore, our scheme does not produce

false positives in the query results.

• We implement and compare our scheme with OPE [74] and ORE [78]

schemes. Our scheme is on average over 16 times faster than the OPE

scheme in index generation. For each range comparison, our scheme is on

average 3.89 times faster than the ORE scheme when the processing unit

is 2 bytes. This indicates that our scheme can achieve higher security

than the ORE scheme, while maintaining good efficiency.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 provides the

scheme’s general construction and security goal. Section 4.3 describes the

building block utilised in the scheme. Section 4.4 presents the details of our

proposed privacy-preserving range query scheme. Experimental setup and

results are illustrated in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 analyses the security of the

scheme and proves that it can achieve the defined security goals. Section 4.7

presents the conclusion.

4.2 General Construction and Security
Definitions

We present the system model, algorithm construction, and security definitions

of our scheme in this section.
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Data Owner

Data User

1.  Build_Index

Cloud Server

5.  Search_Index

IndexIndex

Fig. 4.1: Architecture of range query on encrypted data in cloud computing

4.2.1 System Model

The system model discussed in our scheme is shown in Fig. 4.1. There are

three parties: a data owner, a data user, and a cloud server. The data owner

would like to store a collection of sensitive records to the cloud. However, it

does not fully trust the cloud provider. Thus, before uploading records to the

cloud, it first encrypts each record. To provide the cloud with the ability to

perform relational operations on encrypted records without decryption, the

data owner associates each encrypted record with a secure searchable index

generated using the attribute value of records to be queried. A valid data user

submits a trapdoor - which is obtained from the data owner generated from

plaintext query - to the server on the cloud. After obtaining the trapdoor, the

server searches the matching records remotely via indexes, and returns the ID

of satisfied records as the query results to the data user.

In our model, the data owner and authorized data user are regarded as fully

trusted. They communicate through a secure channel. In practice, clouds

are managed by well-established IT companies. In cases of attack, it is more

likely for cloud providers to conduct passive attacks instead of active attacks
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on specific users. Therefore, in our scheme, we assume the cloud server as

a semi-honest (honest-but-curious) adversary, which is trusted to correctly

execute required communication protocols and algorithms. At the same time,

the cloud server actively deduces the sensitive information of records and the

content of received queries. The semi-honest adversary model has commonly

been adopted in the existing privacy-preserving range query and keyword

searchable symmetric encryption schemes [74, 79, 80, 87, 89, 90]. We make

the same assumption as before.

4.2.2 Notation and Definition

Notations and functions in the rest of this chapter are defined as follows.

• R = (r1, ..., rN) is a collection of records, where ru is the ID of the uth

record.

• D = (d1, ..., dN ) is a collection of attribute values from R. Each attribute

value du(1  u  N) contained in a record ru, where du 2 Z2` and ` is

the bit length of attribute values.

• I = (Id1 , ..., IdN ) is a collection of encrypted searchable indexes based on

D, where Idu is the index of du.

• |Idu | is the index size, which is the number of row vectors and polynomial

random nonce pairs used in generating Idu .

• Q = [wL, wH ] is a range query, where wL, wH 2 Z2` , wL is the lower

bound, and wH is the upper bound of query Q, respectively.

• TQ is the secure trapdoor of the query Q.
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• |TQ| is the trapdoor size, which is the number of column vectors in TQ.

• D(Q) is the set of query Q’s result on the collection D, where the attribute

values of records in D(Q) belongs to the interval [wL, wH ].

Before going into the details, we first define the following main algorithms of

our scheme.

Definition 2 (Privacy Preserving Range Query Scheme): A searchable sym-

metric encryption range query scheme consists of the following four algorithms.

• (sk, params) Gen_Key(�) : is executed by the data owner. Taking as

input security parameter �, the algorithm generates secret key sk and

system parameter params.

• I  Bld_Index(sk,D) : is run by the data owner to support cloud server

with the capability of searching on R. It takes as input secret key sk

and the attribute value collection D and outputs encrypted searchable

indexes I.

• TQ  Gen_Trapdoor(sk, Q) : is run by the data owner to create a

trapdoor for a given query Q. It takes both secret key sk and range

query Q: [wL, wH ] as the input. It outputs trapdoor TQ for query Q.

• D(Q) Rag_Search(I, TQ) : is run by the cloud server to determine

the query result. It takes as input encrypted searchable indexes I and

trapdoor TQ. It outputs record set D(Q) as the query result.
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Correctness. We consider a privacy-preserving range query scheme over a

collection of records is correct, if for all records in D(Q),

Pr[ru 2 Rag_Search(I, TQ)|du 2 [wL, wH ]] = 1� negl(�).

4.2.3 Security Goals

Since the records are encrypted by the data owner before outsourcing to the

cloud server, our scheme aims to preserve the privacy of the searchable index

and trapdoor during and after queries from the following aspects:

1) The attribute value used to generate the index is part of the record

contents . As a result, the cloud server should not learn attribute value

du from its index Idu or from trapdoor TQ of any issued query.

2) The cloud server should not deduce whether the indexes of two different

records are built from the same attribute value (hide the frequency), and

whether the attribute value of one record is larger or smaller than that

of another record (hide the order).

3) The privacy of a trapdoor is inherently linked to the privacy of the index.

Hence, the cloud server should not distinguish the value of wL and wH

from its trapdoor TQ and from the received record indexes.

4) The cloud server is unable to determine whether two trapdoors are

created from the same query range or not (hide the search pattern), and

whether the upper or lower bound of one query is larger or smaller than

that of another query.
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5) For each unmatched record ru /2 D(Q), the cloud server should not know

if du > wH or du < wL and in which bits of du and in which bits of

wH/wL that differs du from query Q.

Since we are unable to enumerate all possible attacks, we introduce the following

security definitions.

4.2.4 Security Model

Let SSERAG = (Gen_Key,Bld_Index,Gen_Trapdoor, Rag_Search) be our privacy-

preserving range query scheme. We analyse the security of SSERAG under the

game-based IND-CKA2 security model [90] with appropriate modifications.

Since trapdoors are deterministically generated in Curtmola et al.’s scheme,

adversaries in the game of IND-CKA2 model can only ask for the trapdoors

of queries in pairs. And the IND-CKA2 model includes the search pattern of

queries as one of its leakages. However, in our scheme SSERAG, the trapdoors

are not deterministically created. The adversary in the game of our security

model can make a request for the trapdoor of the single query.

To make the security definition of IND-CKA2 fit our stronger security guaran-

tee, we relax the assumption of the same search pattern in IND-CKA2, and

redefine two games in Section 4.2.4 and Section 4.2.4 to prove the security of

indexes/ciphertext and the security of trapdoors separately. In each of the two

games, challenger C executes the actual algorithms in SSERAG. An adversary

A adaptively sends queries to challenger C based on all previously obtained

indexes, trapdoors, and search results. Before we present our security model,

we first formulate the information leakages that arise from our scheme.
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Definition 3 (Information Leakage) Function L(D, |TQ|, Q) describes the

leakage from a range query Q over a collection of attribute values D, that is

L(D, Q) = h|Id1 |, ..., |IdN |, |TQ|,D(Q)i.

comprised of the index size of attribute values in D, trapdoor size |TQ|, and

the access pattern D(Q) (i.e., the record set of range query Q’s result).

Ciphertext Indistinguishability Security

We use the following game to formally define the requirement that the adversary

learns nothing about the attribute values beyond their index sizes and access

patterns.

Game 1

• Setup: Challenger C creates a large collection of attribute values D, a

sequence of range queries Q and gives them to the adversary A. C runs

Gen_Key(�) to generate secret key sk and system parameter params. C

keeps secret key sk and sends params to A.

• Phase 1: Adversary adaptively issues q1 pairs of requests based on past

received indexes and trapdoors, where the request 1  i  q1 is shown

as follows:

– Index generation request for an attribute value collection Di 2 D:

The challenger runs Bld_Index(sk,Di) on a collection of attribute

values Di, and forwards the index Ii to the adversary.
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– Trapdoor generation request for a range query Qi 2 Q: The chal-

lenger runs Gen_Trapdoor(sk, Qi) on a range query Qi, and forwards

the index TQi
to the adversary.

• Challenge: The adversary submits two plaintext collections of attribute

values D0 and D1 2 D. The challenger randomly flips a bit b 2 {0, 1}

and responds to the adversary with the index Ib  Bld_Index(sk,Db) as

its challenge ciphertext.

• Phase 2: For request q1+1  i  q, adversary repeats the same process

as in Phase 1 and finally obtains hI1, ...,Iq,Ibi and hTQ1, ..., TQqi.

• Guess: With the restriction that D0 and D1 cause the same leakage

under all chosen queries

L(D0, Q1) = L(D1, Q1),

......

L(D0, Qq) = L(D1, Qq),

adversary guesses a bit b
0
2 {0, 1}. If b = b

0 , we consider that the

adversary wins the index security game.

Definition 4 (Ciphertext Indistinguishability Security): We say that

SSERAG
is ciphertext/index secure in terms of adaptive indistinguishability if

for all polynomial-sized adversary A, the advantage in winning Game 1 is less

than a negligible function of �.

Pr[b
0
= b]�

1

2
 negl(�).
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Trapdoor Indistinguishability Security

We use the following game to formally define the requirement that the adversary

learns nothing about the range query values beyond their trapdoor sizes and

access patterns.

Game 2

• Setup: Challenger C creates a large collection of attribute values D, a

sequence of range queries Q and gives them to the adversary A. C runs

Gen_Key(�) to generate secret key sk and system parameter params. C

keeps secret key sk and sends params to A.

• Phase 1: Adversary adaptively issues q1 pairs of requests based on past

received indexes and trapdoors, where the request 1  i  q1 is shown

as follows:

– Index generation request for an attribute value collection Di 2 D:

The challenger runs Bld_Index(sk,Di) on a collection of attribute

values Di, and forwards the index Ii to the adversary.

– Trapdoor generation request for a range query Qi 2 Q: The chal-

lenger runs Gen_Trapdoor(sk, Qi) on a range query Qi, and forwards

the index TQi
to the adversary.

• Challenge: The adversary submits two range queries Q0 and Q1 2 Q.

The challenger randomly flips another bit c 2 {0, 1} and replies to the

adversary with the trapdoor TQc
 Gen_Trapdoor(sk, Qc) as its challenge

trapdoor.
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• Phase 2: For request q1+1  i  q, adversary repeats the same process

as in Phase 1 and finally obtains hI1, ...,Iqi and hTQ1, ..., TQq , TQci.

• Guess: With the restriction that Q0 and Q1 cause the same leakage

under all chosen attribute value collections

L(D1,Q0) = L(D1,Q1),

......

L(Dq,Q0) = L(Dq,Q1),

adversary guesses a bit c
0
2 {0, 1}. If c = c

0 , we consider that the

adversary wins the trapdoor security game.

Definition 5 (Trapdoor Indistinguishability Security): We say that SSERAG

is trapdoor secure in terms of adaptive indistinguishability if for all polynomial-

sized adversary A, the advantage in winning Game 2 is less than a negligible

function of �.

Pr[c
0
= c]�

1

2
 negl(�).

Definition 6 (Indistinguishability Security): We say that scheme SSERAG

is both ciphertext and trapdoor secure in terms of adaptive indistinguishability

if for all polynomial-sized adversary A, the advantage in winning both Game 1

and Game 2 is less than a negligible function of �.

4.3 Building Block

The building block of our scheme is the 0/1 encoding first proposed by Lin

and Tzeng to address the Millionaires’ Problem [113]. The basic idea of 0/1

encoding is to turn data comparison to the problem of finding the intersection

of two sets. For a comparison a > b, it needs to find a common element
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between the 1-encoding set of a and 0-encoding set of b. Let s = s1s2...s`

denote the binary string of s and s1s2...sh represent the binary string of the

first h digits of s (i.e., the h-length prefix string of s). The prefix string set Ps

of s is defined as follows

Ps = {s1s2...sh|1  h  `}. (4.1)

For each prefix string s1s2...sh ending up with sh = 0, we write the binary

string s1s2...sh�11 as one of the elements in the 0-encoding set S0
s
. For each

prefix string s1s2...sh ending up with sh = 1, we directly write its prefix string

s1s2...sh as one of the elements in the 1-encoding set S1
s
. Two binary string

sets S0
s

and S1
s

are defined as the 0-encoding and 1-encoding sets of s, such

that

S0
s
= {s1s2...sh�11|sh = 0, 1  h  `}, (4.2)

S1
s
= {s1s2...sh|sh = 1, 1  h  `}, (4.3)

where ` is the number of binary digits in the binary string of s. For any two

numbers a and b with bit-length of `, their 0-encoding set and 1-encoding sets

have the following properties [113].

8
>><

>>:

a > b () S1
a
\ S0

b
6= ;,

a  b () S1
a
\ S0

b
= ;.

(4.4)

When S1
a
\ S0

b
6= ;, their common element is denoted as

a1a2...ah�11|ah=1 = b1b2...bh�11|bh=0

which is equivalent to

a1a2...ah�10|ah=1 = b1b2...bh�10|bh=0.
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Then, the right side element b1b2...bh�10|bh=0 belongs to Pb the prefix string

set of number b. Based on the left side element a1a2...ah�10|ah=1, we define

the following new 1-encoding set fS1
s

fS1
s
= {s1s2...sh�10|sh = 1, 1  h  `}. (4.5)

Since all elements of fS1
s

end up with ah = 0, we can convert the determination

of S1
a
\ S0

b
to the comparison between fS1

a
and Pb, that is S1

a
\ S0

b
= fS1

a
\ Pb.

Conversely, we can compare Pa with the 0-encoding set of b. Since each element

of S1
a

belongs to Pa and all elements of S0
b

end up with bh = 1, we can get

S1
a
\ S0

b
= Pa \ S0

b
.

Therefore, fS1
s
, S0

s
and Ps satisfy the same properties as the 0/1 encoding when

comparing two numbers a and b.

8
>><

>>:

a > b () fS1
a
\ Pb 6= ; or Pa \ S0

b
6= ;,

a  b () fS1
a
\ Pb = ; or Pa \ S0

b
= ;.

(4.6)

Here is an example of how to compare two numerical values. Let a = 9 =

(1001)2 and b = 14 = (1110)2 denote two binary strings with 4 bits. Based on

definitions in Equation (4.1), (4.2) and (4.5), we obtain

P9 = {1, 10, 100, 1001}, S0
9 = {11, 101},fS1

9 = {0, 1000},

P14 = {1, 11, 111, 1110}, S0
14 = {1111}, fS1

14 = {0, 10, 110}.

Since fS1
14 \ P9 = {10} 6= ; and P14 \ S0

9 = {11} 6= ;, we learn that 14 > 9.
fS1
9 \ P14 = ; and P9 \ S0

14 = ;, we learn that 9  14.
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Based on Equation (4.6), we obtain the following properties when comparing

a value d with a closed interval [wL, wH ].

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

d /2 [wL, wH ]

() d < wL and d > wH

() Pd \
gS1
wL
6= ; and Pd \ S0

wH
6= ;.

(4.7)

This means that we can use the same prefix string set of d to compare with

the different encoding sets of upper bound wH and lower bound wL of a range

query.

As shown in the property of the 0/1 encoding scheme, if a  b then S1
a
\S0

b
= ;.

Based on this property, we can easily obtain that when a = b(a  b, b  a),

then S1
a
\ S0

b
= ; and S1

b
\ S0

a
= ; at the same time. Accordingly, using

our newly designed scheme, we can show that when a is equal to b, then

Pa \ S0
b
= ; and Pa \

fS1
b
. Therefore, when users perform the keyword search

over encrypted data, our proposed scheme can still support the keyword

comparison by comparing the prefix string set of one value Pa with both the

encoding set of another value (i.e., S0
b

and fS1
b
). Hence, the following designs

in our scheme still can still prevent the search pattern leakage in the keyword

search.

4.4 Our Privacy Preserving Range Query
Scheme

We present our privacy-preserving range query scheme in this section. We

assume that the database records have already been encrypted before being

stored in the cloud server.
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4.4.1 Scheme Overview

As introduced in the previous sections, the cloud server will match the index

of records with the query trapdoor to target the satisfied database records. To

provide a security guarantee, our scheme needs to achieve indistinguishability

of both the index and trapdoor. The building block of our scheme is 0/1

encoding introduced in Equation (4.4) and (4.6), which converts the data

comparison into the calculation of the intersection between their corresponding

0/1 encoding set fS1
a
/S0

a
and prefix string set Pb.

Inspired by the idea of private set intersection (PSI) [114], our scheme represents

the encoding elements in Pb as the roots of polynomial function. During the

comparison phase, the encoding elements in fS1
a

and S0
a

are plugged into the

polynomial function. This design can prevent the server from knowing which

binary bit the two values differ. To hide the search pattern of different queries,

we use an invertible matrix with random numbers, such that the cloud server

is unable to distinguish between different queries. As the encoding elements

are placed in shuffled order during the generation of the trapdoor, the cloud

server cannot locate the intersection results from the upper or lower bound of

the queries. The details of our scheme are indicated below.

4.4.2 Scheme Details

• Gen_Key(�) : First, the Gen_Key algorithm is performed by the data owner

to determine a modulus p and a secure keyed hash function H : {0, 1}� ⇥

{0, 1}` ! {0, 1}s(�), in which s(�) is a quantity polynomial of the security

parameter �. Then, Gen_Key generates a secret key K and a random invertible

matrix M(`+3)⇥(`+3), in which ` is the bit length of the attribute value to be

indexed. The system parameter params is the pair (p,H) sent to the cloud

server and the secret key sk is the pair (K,M) kept by the data owner.
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Fig. 4.2: Example of index generation.

• Bld_Index(sk,D) : The Bld_Index algorithm is performed by the data owner

to generate indexes for records. For each attribute value du in the collection of

D, Bld_Index algorithm executes the following steps. Fig. 4.2 illustrates an

example of index generation.

1) First, the Bld_Index algorithm computes the ` length binary strings for

du and calculates the prefix string set Pdu
= {e1, e2, ..., e`} of du. Then,

for each element ei 2 Pdu
(1  i  `), it computes the corresponding hash

value xi = H(ei||K) (mod p) by the secret key K generated in Gen_Key.

2) To hide in which bit of du that differs du from a range query, the algorithm

constructs the following polynomial function F P

du
(x) for all hash values

{x1, ..., x`}. A pair of polynomial random nonces $u and �u is embedded
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in F P

du
(x) in order to distinguish the indexes of different records with the

same attribute value,

F P

du
(x) = $u(x� x1)(x� x2)...(x� x`) + �u (mod p)

= c`x
` + c`�1x

`�1...c1 + c0,
(4.8)

where {x1, ..., x`} are the hash values of elements in Pdu
.

3) First, the algorithm constructs a row vector Ĩdu with ` + 2 elements,

where c`, ..., c0 are the coefficients of F P

du
(x), and �u is a random nonce:

Ĩdu = [c`, c`�1..., c1, c0, �u]. (4.9)

Then, the algorithm constructs two matrixes [M ](`+2)⇥(`+3) and [M�1](`+3)⇥(`+2)

based on the matrix M in sk. [M ](`+2)⇥(`+3) is constructed by removing

the (`+ 2)th row of M and [M�1](`+3)⇥(`+2) is obtained by deleting the

(`+ 3)th column of M�1.

4) Ĩdu is right multiplied by matrix [M ](`+2)⇥(`+3) to obtain

I
0

du
= Ĩdu · [M ](`+2)⇥(`+3)

= [c`, ..., c1, c0, 0, �u] · [M ](`+3)⇥(`+3).
(4.10)

The Bld_Index algorithm outputs the encrypted searchable index of du

as a 2-tuple of

Idu = {I
0

du
, H(�u)} (4.11)

where H(�u) is the hash value of �u. Finally, the data owner submits

encrypted searchable index I = (Id1 , ..., IdN ) to the cloud sever.
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• Gen_Trapdoor(sk, Q) : The Gen_Trapdoor algorithm is performed by the

data owner to generate the trapdoor for a query Q : [wL, wH ] requested by the

data user. Fig. 4.3 illustrates an example of trapdoor generation.

1) The algorithm first computes two ` length binary strings for wL and wH .

Then, it calculates new 1-encoding set gS1
wL

for lower bound wL based on

Equation (4.5) and the 0-encoding set S0
wH

for upper bound wH based

on Equation (4.2).

2) We assume that the total number of elements in S0
wH

and gS1
wL

is g. Then,

for each element ej(1  j  g) in S0
wH

and gS1
wL

, the algorithm computes

its hash value by the secret key K to obtain yj = H(ej||K) (mod p).

Note that y1, ..., yg are placed in shuffled order, yj does not correspond

to the jth encoding element in gS1
wL

or S0
wH

.

3) Since a hash function has the property of one-wayness and collision resis-

tance, the set H(Pdu
||K) = {x1, ..., x`} and set H(gS1

wL
||K)[H(S0

wH
||K) =

{y1, ..., yg} still satisfy the same properties in Equation (4.6), shown as

follows:

8
>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>:

a > b () H(fS1
a
||K) \H(Pb||K) 6= ;

or H(Pa||K) \H(S0
b
||K) 6= ;,

a  b () H(fS1
a
||K) \H(Pb||K) = ;

or H(Pa||K) \H(S0
b
||K) = ;.

(4.12)

The union of intersection

[H(gS1
wL

||K) \H(Pdu
||K)] [ [H(Pdu

||K) \H(S0
wH

||K)]

is the intersection {x1, ..., x`} \ {y1, ..., yg}.
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Fig. 4.3: Example of trapdoor generation.

4) To distinguish the trapdoors of different queries with the same lower and

upper bound values, the algorithm generates a random nonce �j for each

yj and constructs a column vector T̃j with `+ 2 elements, as follows

T̃j = [y`
j
, y`�1

j
, ..., yj, 1, �j]

> (mod p). (4.13)

Then, T̃j is left multiplied by matrix [M�1](`+3)⇥(`+2) to obtain the jth

trapdoor element, as follows

Tj = [M�1](`+3)⇥(`+2) · T̃j

= [M�1](`+3)⇥(`+3) · [y
`

j
, ..., yj, 1, �j, 0]

>.
(4.14)

Finally, the data owner returns g vectors as the trapdoor of query Q to

the data user

TQ = {T1, ..., Tg}. (4.15)
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Fig. 4.4: Example of comparison between index and trapdoor

• Rag_Search(I, TQ) : The Rag_Search algorithm is conducted by the cloud

server to determine records that satisfy the query Q. Fig. 4.4 illustrates an

example of search algorithm between index Idu
and trapdoor TQ. For each

record ru 2 R, the cloud server executes the following steps to determine

whether it satisfies the query or not.

1) Based on the received index Idu = {I
0
du
, H(�u)} and trapdoor TQ, the

cloud server calculates

�uj = I
0

du
· Tj

= Ĩdu · [M ](`+2)⇥(`+3) · [M
�1](`+3)⇥(`+2) · T̃j

= [c`, ..., c0, 0, �u] ·M ·M�1
· [y`

j
, ..., yj, 1, �j, 0]

>

= c`y
`

j
+ c`�1y

`�1
j

+ ...+ c0 + 0 · �j + �u · 0

= $u(yj � x1)(yj � x2)...(yj � x`) + �u (mod p).
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The idea of this step is to plug each trapdoor element yj into function

F P

du
(x). Once there is a trapdoor element Tj to obtain H(�uj) = H(�u),

the server learns {x1, ..., x`} \ {yj} 6= ;, which means either

du < wL  � H(gS1
wL

||K) \H(Pdu
||K) 6= ;

or wH < du  � H(Pdu
||K) \H(S0

wH
||K) 6= ;

The algorithm outputs du /2 [wL, wH ] that leads to the unsatisfied record

du. Then, the algorithm directly move to determine the next record.

2) When all of H(�u1) 6= H(�u), ..., H(�ug) 6= H(�u), it indicates that

wL  du  � H(gS1
wL

||K) \H(Pdu
||K) = ;

du  wH  � H(Pdu
||K) \H(S0

wH
||K) = ;.

The algorithm outputs du 2 [wL, wH ] and inserts ru into D(Q) as the

query result.

After scanning all of the records in R, the cloud server returns query result

D(Q) to the data user.

4.4.3 Index Generation Optimization

The main time cost of Bld_Index and Rag_Search algorithm is in the calculation

of polynomial function F P

du
(x). To improve their execution speeds, we reduce

the comparing units into smaller groups by following the grouping method.

Instead of constructing a single polynomial function F P

du
(x) based on the hash

value of the entire elements {x1, ..., x`}, we first shuffle the prefix elements,

then evenly partition them into several groups. Then, we construct several

polynomial functions based on the xi in each group, such that each polynomial

function degree is smaller. During the search phase, trapdoor elements are

checked with each group of xi to find the first unsatisfied group. That is, each
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trapdoor element yj is plugged into each group of polynomial function. The

purpose of this grouping is to reduce the degree of F P

du
(x) and the number of

elements in I
0
du

and Tj. It accelerates the speed of Bld_Index (index building)

and Rag_Search (trapdoor comparison).

The following shows an example of the grouping method. The prefix strings

of an 8-bit attribute value d are partitioned into 2 groups in random order

{x1, x8, x2, x4 | x5, x7, x3, x6}. It constructs a polynomial function for each

group with the same random nonce �. Finally, the index of d is the cascading

of coefficients {[I
0
d
]1 || [I

0
d
]2, H(�)} in each polynomial function. Since the

elements are grouped in shuffled order, the comparison in grouping method

provides the same security guarantee as for the original scheme. That is, the

server is unable to learn which binary bit differs between the attribute value

and the query.

$1(x� x1)(x� x8)(x� x2)(x� x4) + �

[I
0

d
]1 = [c4,1, ...,c0,1, �1] ·M6⇥7,

$2(x� x5)(x� x7)(x� x3)(x� x6) + �

[I
0

d
]2 = [c4,2, ...,c0,2, �2] ·M6⇥7.

4.5 Implementation and Evaluation

Apart from the security improvements, in this section we implement our scheme

and evaluate its practicality under different parameter settings. Specifically,

we evaluate the performance of our scheme against the OPE scheme [74] and

ORE [78] scheme to illustrate the benefits and costs of our scheme’s security

enhancements. As shown in Table 2.2, comparable encryption (CE) is a variant

of the OPE and ORE schemes. However, it leaks the numerical difference of

indexes during the search by default, which is less secure than the small-domain
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ORE. Therefore, in this section we do not compare the search efficiency of our

scheme with comparable encryption. The RSSE [80] scheme and PBtree [79]

scheme rely on special tree structures built on the entire dataset to enhance

query efficiency. Their searching speeds are highly related to the query choice

and distribution of attribute domain. Both the RSSE and PBtree schemes

produce false positives to the range query results. However, our scheme only

addresses how to build secure indexes for attribute values and trapdoor for the

range query condition. There is no false positive in the query results of our

scheme. Hence, we do not compare the performance of our scheme with that of

the RSSE and PBtree schemes. Certainly, all of the tree structures proposed

in the RSSE and PBtree schemes for the entire dataset can be directly applied

to our scheme, which can achieve the same efficiency with better security.

4.5.1 Experimental Settings

Implementation

Our scheme was implemented in C. For the cryptographic details, we chose the

security parameter � as 128 bits. For the sake of fairness, we used the PRF

function implemented in the ORE scheme [78, 115] as the hash function H in

our scheme, which is an AES-128 construction. Unlike the PRF function, we

took the output of our AES-based hash function to be the domain of {0, 1}128.

We then converted the outputs of H as mpz_t integers and used GMP-5.0.1

library [116] for all of the arithmetic operations. We chose the maximum

value of 128 bits as the modulus p = 2128 � 1 and random invertible matrix

M was generated with integer entries. All of the following experiments were

conducted on a computer running macOS Sierra 10.12.5 with 4GB memory

and a 1.3-GHz Intel Core i5 CPU. For the evaluation of the ORE scheme [78],

we directly used the C implementation of FastORE [115]. For the evaluation
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Table 4.1: Experimental settings for evaluations

Fig.
Attribute Value

Group Size (bits)
(bits)

4.5a,4.5b
16, 24, 32, 48 ,64

2, 8, 16
4.6a,4.7a,4.8a 12, 16

4.6b,4.7b 64
4, 8, 12, 14, 16

4.8b 16

of the OPE scheme [74], we used the C++ implementation from CryptDB

[117, 118].

Range query is widely used in different scenarios, in which the query attribute

is one of the important factors affecting performance. Specifically, date and

time are often used range query attributes (i.e., search for the records during

the time period from ‘01/07/2017 00:00:00’ to ‘01/08/2017 00:00:00’). Since

date and time are usually displayed in long format, the schemes use integers

with longer bit length to represent this type of attribute value. For instance,

Li et al. convert the check-in time attribute field in the Gowalla dataset (a

geo-social network dataset [119]) to 32-bit integers [79]. Another type of range

query attribute has a relatively small domain (i.e., product price, employee

salary, and student scores), which can be represented as integers with shorter

bit length. For example, the annual salary field in the USPS dataset (a dataset

of employee records of US Postal Service [120]) can be represented as 24-bit

integers.

To evaluate the performance of the scheme under different scenarios, we

randomly choose the attribute value and the upper or lower bound of a query

as the integers with different bit lengths. Our scheme used the grouping

method introduced in Section 4.4.3. The group size is the number of elements

involved in building each group of indexes. To discuss the performance of

schemes under group size, we also varied the group size within the maximum
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bit length of attribute. Each measurement was found by taking the mean

value over 50-107 iterations. Table 4.1 lists the parameter settings of each

experimental result figure.

4.5.2 Experimental Result

Evaluation with di�erent parameter settings

The index size and building time of our scheme for different-sized attribute

values and groups are illustrated in Fig. 4.5a and Fig. 4.5b, respectively. The

bars in both figures have the same trends. That is, the index building time

and size increase with the increased bit length of attribute value. For the same

bit length of attribute value, the index building time increases with increased

group size, as shown in Fig. 4.5a. Whereas for the same bit length of the

attribute value, the index size decreases with increased group size, shown in

Fig. 4.5b. The opposite results are due to the larger group size, resulting in

a longer time spent on constructing the index, but with a smaller number

of groups. Each group brings one more set of polynomial coefficients to the

entire index. The index size becomes smaller when there is a smaller number

of groups. Hence, in our scheme there exists a trade-off between index building

time and index size when choosing group size.

Evaluation of the index building time

The index building time comparison between OPE [74], ORE [78] schemes and

our scheme for different-sized attribute values and groups is shown in Fig. 4.6a

and Fig. 4.6b, respectively. The random oracle in ORE and our scheme use

the same AES-based construction. The group size for the ORE scheme is the

number of bits in each block. Each group or block is also the comparing unit
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Fig. 4.5: Evaluation with different parameter settings

for ORE and our scheme. As shown in Fig. 4.6a, among the three schemes,

our scheme has the minimum index building time, while the ORE scheme with

the 16-bit group has the maximum index building time. The time cost of the

OPE scheme is slower than the ORE scheme with 12-bit, but still much faster

than the ORE scheme with 16-bit groups. Specifically, the index building time

of our scheme is on average over 16 times faster compared to the OPE scheme,

and on average over 6 times faster compared to the ORE scheme with 12-bit

groups. We continue to discuss the influence of group size on both the ORE

scheme and our scheme. The index building time of our scheme and the ORE

scheme under different group sizes is shown in Fig. 4.6b. Note that the index

building time of the ORE scheme grows more rapidly than our scheme when

the group size is larger than 8 bits.

Evaluation of the index size

The index size comparison between OPE [74], ORE [78] schemes and our

scheme for different-sized attribute values and groups is shown in Fig. 4.7a

and Fig. 4.7b, respectively. In Fig. 4.7a, the index of the OPE scheme is the

smallest due to its ciphertext still being a numerical value. The ORE scheme

with the 16-bit group also has the largest index size. The index size of our

scheme with the 16-bit group is on average 2.92 times smaller, compared to
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Fig. 4.6: Evaluation of the index building time
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Fig. 4.7: Evaluation of the index size

the ORE scheme with the 12-bit group. Fig. 4.7b illustrates the index size of

ORE and our scheme under a different group size. The index size of the ORE

scheme also grows quickly when the group size is larger than 8 bits. However,

the index size of our scheme decreases with the increased group size.

As a similar trend reflected from Fig. 4.6b and Fig. 4.7b, the index generation

of the ORE scheme is only efficient by setting a relatively small block size. The

main reason is that the ORE scheme relies on a small-domain ORE construction

in each group/block to achieve its best-possible security. That is, the indexes

in each ORE group leak nothing but the ordering of their plaintexts. The cost
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of constructing the small-domain ORE indexes grows linearly in the size of

group message space. For a b-bit group, the index size of each ORE group

is linear with 2b � 1 [78]. Whereas in our scheme, the index of each group is

linear with the bit length of the group b. Therefore, the index generation time

and index size of our scheme are much faster and smaller than those of the

ORE scheme when the group size is large.

Evaluation of the search time

Our scheme leaks strictly less information than the OPE [74] and ORE [78]

schemes. In this experiment, we evaluate how much search efficiency has been

sacrificed due to the security improvements in our scheme. Fig. 4.8a compares

the search times of the OPE and ORE schemes and ours with different-sized

attribute values. The search time is the time used to compare an index with

a trapdoor value of a range query’s upper or lower bound. The three lower

lines (i.e., including marker symbols +, ⇤, and �) in Fig. 4.8a indicate that our

scheme is slower than OPE and ORE (12-bit group) schemes. This is because

our scheme is designed to hide more sensitive information than the other two

schemes. Hence, it requires a longer time to complete a range comparison.

The search time of the OPE scheme is the fastest, since it directly compares

two numerical values. Nevertheless, it leaks much more information than the

ORE scheme, and indeed, much more information than our scheme does, as

shown in Table 2.2. Hence, OPE encrypted indexes are vulnerable to inference

attack, which directly leaks the frequency and order relationship of attribute

values.

To hide the bit of an attribute value that differs its index from the trapdoor,

our scheme builds the index from a single function F P

du
(x) using the entire

prefix strings of the attribute value du. In the grouping method proposed

in Section 4.4.3, we shuffle the prefix strings of each attribute value before
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Fig. 4.8: Evaluation of the search time

partitioning them into different groups. Thus, the group of index elements

that stops algorithm Rag_Search does not correspond to the same group of

bits in the plaintext of du. As a result, our scheme does not leak the relative

differences between attribute values to the same query in the range comparison

process. Meanwhile, the server in our scheme has to compare the trapdoor

with all or part of the attribute value’s prefix strings, which takes a longer

time. In the ORE scheme, its index elements keep the same binary order of

the plaintext of the attribute value. Once the index differentiates trapdoor

on a group/block of high bits, the ORE scheme will stop the comparison.

Consequently, the ORE scheme is faster than our scheme when the group size

is small (e.g., no more than 12 bits). However, the ORE scheme tells the server

about the first bit or group of bits that differs between an index and a trapdoor.

This leakage shows the relative distances between different attribute values

to the same query. Even for the best secure setting of the ORE scheme (i.e.,

small-domain ORE), our scheme still provides stronger security. The ORE

comparison result inevitably discloses whether an unmatched attribute value

is larger than the upper bound or smaller than the lower bound of a range

query, while the trapdoor generated in our scheme is not deterministic, which

can prevent the search pattern leakage of the ORE scheme.
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From the two upper lines (i.e., including marker symbols C and +) in Fig. 4.8a,

interestingly, we can observe an opposite trend. The search time of our scheme

is 3.89 times faster than the ORE scheme when the group size is 16 bits. To

further explain the reason for this result, we discuss the influence of group size

on both the ORE and our scheme in Fig. 4.8b. Since the OPE scheme does

not process the range comparison in groups of bits, we cannot test the search

time of the OPE scheme in Fig. 4.8b. It shows that our scheme is both more

secure and faster, compared to the ORE scheme, when the group size is larger

than 12 bits. This is because the ORE scheme has adopted the small-domain

ORE construction in each group, such that it needs to compare the trapdoor

with 2b index elements in each b-bit group. When the group size increases,

the ORE scheme provides higher security, but at the expense of ORE’s search

efficiency, which declines greatly. In our scheme, on the contrary, each b-bit

group has exactly b index elements. The increasing group size has less impact

on the search speed of our scheme. Additionally, our scheme provides the same

security guarantees under different group sizes, as discussed before. Therefore,

we can conclude that under the ORE scheme, it is difficult to achieve both

security and search efficiency simultaneously. To achieve higher security, the

ORE scheme must sacrifice more efficiency than our scheme.

4.6 Security Analysis

Inspired by the approach in [79], we analyse the security of our scheme in this

section to prove that it achieves the defined security goals.
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4.6.1 Ciphertext Indistinguishability Proof

Theorem 1 The privacy-preserving range query scheme SSERAG
is cipher-

text indistinguishability secure with the leakage function L from Definition 3,

assuming that the keyed hash function H is a secure pseudo-random function.

Proof : We use contradiction to prove the Theorem 1. Supposing that our

scheme SSERAG is not ciphertext indistinguishability secure, then there exists

a polynomial-sized adversary A1 that can win Game 1 in Section 4.2.4 with

an advantage greater than negl(�). We construct a polynomial-sized adversary

B1, which uses A1 as a subroutine to break the pseudo-randomness of function

H.

Specifically, adversary B1 plays with a challenger C in a pseudo-randomness

game. At the same time, B1 interacts with A1 by attempting to “fake” the

challenger in Game 1. Before answering the queries of A1, the challenger gives

B1 a function f and algorithm Bld_Index and Gen_Trapdoor. However, the

keyed hash functions H in Bld_Index and Gen_Trapdoor are replaced with the

function f , which is either pseudo-random or truly random and takes as input

{0, 1}� and outputs {0, 1}s(�).

Next, we describe how the adversary B1 provides the view for A1 and answers

A1’s queries in the following phases.

• Setup: Based on the function f , adversary B1 generates a large collection

of attribute values D and a sequence of range queries Q, constructs a

system parameter params and sends them to the adversary A1.

• Phase 1: Adversary A1 adaptively sends B1 an attribute value collection

Di and a range query Qi as it did in Phase 1 of Game 1. B1 replies A1
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with indexes Ii and trapdoor TQi
by running algorithm Bld_Index and

Gen_Trapdoor given by the challenger, where 1  i  q1.

• Challenge: Adversary A1 submits two collections of attribute values

D0 and D1. B1 randomly chooses a bit b 2 {0, 1} and replies to A1 with

index Ib  Bld_Index(sk,Db) as before.

• Phase 2: For request q1 + 1  i  q, adversary A1 repeats the same

process as in Phase 1 and finally obtains hI1, ..., Iq, Ibi and hTQ1 , ..., TQq
i.

All range queries are chosen under the restriction of L(D0, Qi) = L(D1, Qi),

where 1  i  q.

• Guess: After q requests, A1 outputs a bit b0 . If b0 = b, then B1 outputs

1 to the challenger in the pseudo-randomness game. This means that B1

guesses that function f is pseudo-random. If b0 6= b, then B1 outputs 0

to the challenger. This means that B1 guesses that function f is truly

random.

Next, we prove the following two claims to indicate that B1 can distinguish

whether function f is pseudo-random or truly random with non-negligible

probability over 1/2.

Claim1. If f is a pseudo-random function, then

Pr[Bf

1 = 1|f : {0, 1}� ⇥ {0, 1}` ! {0, 1}s(�)] >
1

2
+ negl(�).

Claim2. If f is a truly random function, then

Pr[Bf

1 = 0|f : {0, 1}` ! {0, 1}s(�)] =
1

2
.
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Claim 1 Proof : If f is a pseudo-random function, then A1’s observation is

identical to what is viewed during Game 1 defined in Section 4.2.4. Since we

have assumed that A1 can win Game 1 with an advantage greater than negl(�),

then adversary B1 can also output 1 with an advantage greater than negl(�).

Thus, we prove Claim 1.

Claim 2 Proof

Claim 2 means that adversary A1 cannot distinguish D0 from D1 when the

function f is truly random. Next, we prove Claim 2 from the following

aspects.

• Indexes of any attribute values hI1, ..., Iqi and Ib reveal no differ-

ence between D0 and D1 to A1.

In the index generation, algorithm Bld_Index uses the function f to map the

prefix string of an attribute value into a string. If f is a truly random function,

the output of f is a random string. Then, upon these random strings, algorithm

Bld_Index assigns different records with different random nonces. Specifically,

random nonces $u and �u are embedded in constructing the function F P

du
(x).

And random nonce �u is used in the matrix multiplication. The last element

of index Idu is the f(�u). Hence, each index is identical to a series of random

strings. Adversary A1 is unable to detect that the secret key sk, queried

attribute value du have not been used. Given two different indexes Idu1 and

Idu2 , it is infeasible for A1 to determine whether they are created from the

same attribute value (du1 = du2) or two different attribute values (du1 6= du2).

Additionally, the index sizes of attribute values in D0 and D1 are required to

be the same. A1 also cannot distinguish D0 from D1 based on the index sizes

shown in the Ib.
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• Trapdoors of any range queries hTQ1 , ..., TQq
i reveal no difference

between D0 and D1 to A1.

In algorithm Gen_Trapdoor, each element of trapdoor TQi
(Qi = [wiL, wiH ])

is initially constructed using the new 1-encoding of wiL or 0-encoding of wiH .

This encoding approach is different from that used in index generation. Then,

algorithm Gen_Trapdoor uses function f to map each encoding into a string.

As indicated before, when f is a truly random function, its output is a random

string. Later, each trapdoor element TQi
is assigned with a different random

nonce �j used in the matrix multiplication. Hence, elements of any trapdoor

to adversary A1 are identical to a series of random strings. Therefore, it is

infeasible for A1 to correlate any trapdoor values TQi
with the attribute values

in D0 and D1.

• Matched records in Db(Qi)  Rag_Search(Ib, TQi
) reveal no differ-

ence between D0 and D1 to A1.

D0 and D1 are required to have the same access pattern under all issued queries,

that is, D0(Qi) = D1(Qi). And every prefix string of a satisfied attribute

value has no common elements with any encodings of a range query, that is

H(�u1) 6= H(�u), ..., H(�ug) 6= H(�u). Hence, A1 cannot trivially distinguish

D0 from D1 based on their matched records under any range queries.

• The case of how each unmatched record in Db fails to be returned

by a range query reveals no difference between D0 and D1 to A1.

Based on the property shown in Equation (4.7), there is no difference when

comparing the index with the trapdoor elements of upper bound or lower

bound of the same range query. That is, A1 cannot distinguish D0 from D1

based on the difference of du > wiH or du < wiL. In addition, function F P

du
(x)

is constructed from all hashed prefix strings of du. The A1 cannot detect in
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which bit of du that differs du from Qi. In the grouping method proposed

in Section 4.4.3, we shuffle the prefix elements of each attribute value before

partitioning them into different groups. Thus, the group of index elements

that stops algorithm Rag_Search does not correspond to the same group of

bits of du and leaks no difference between D0 and D1.

If f is a truly random function, B1 can correctly guess f with a probability of

1/2. Thus, we prove Claim 2.

The function f given by the challenger is either pseudo-random or truly random

with the same probability of 1/2. Combining Claim 1 with Claim 2, we obtain

1

2
Pr[Bf

1 = 1|f : {0, 1}� ⇥ {0, 1}` ! {0, 1}s(�)]

+
1

2
Pr[Bf

1 = 0|f : {0, 1}` ! {0, 1}s(�)] >
1

2
+

negl(�)

2
.

This result indicates that B1 can distinguish a pseudo-random function from

a truly random function with an advantage greater than negl(�). However,

this result contradicts the property of a pseudo-random function, which is

impossible. Thus, we prove that an adversary A1 that can win in Game 1

with non-negligible probability over 1/2 does not exist. Therefore, our scheme

SSERAG is ciphertext indistinguishability secure.

4.6.2 Trapdoor Indistinguishability Proof

Theorem 2 The privacy-preserving range query scheme SSERAG
is trapdoor

indistinguishability secure with the leakage function L from Definition 3, as-

suming that the keyed hash function H is a secure pseudo-random function.

Proof : We use contradiction to prove the Theorem 2. Supposing that our

scheme SSERAG is not trapdoor indistinguishability secure, then there exists a
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polynomial-sized adversary A2 that wins in Game 2, defined in Section 4.2.4

with non-negligible probability over 1/2. We construct a polynomial-sized

adversary B2, which uses A2 as a subroutine to break the pseudo-randomness

of function H.

Specifically, adversary B2 plays with a challenger C in a pseudo-randomness

game. At the same time, B2 interacts with A2 by attempting to “fake” the

challenger in Game 2. Before answering the queries of A2, the challenger gives

B2 a function z and algorithm Bld_Index and Gen_Trapdoor. However, the

keyed hash functions H in Bld_Index and Gen_Trapdoor are replaced with the

function z, which is either pseudo-random or truly random, and takes as input

{0, 1}� and outputs {0, 1}s(�).

Next, we describe how the adversary B2 provides the view for A2 and answers

A2’s queries in the following phases.

• Setup: Based on the function z, adversary B2 generates a large collection

of attribute values D and a sequence of range queries Q, constructs a

system parameter params and sends them to the adversary A2.

• Phase 1: Adversary A2 adaptively sends B2 an attribute value collection

Di and a range query Qi as it did in Phase 1 of Game 2. B2 replies A2

with indexes Ii and trapdoor TQi
by running algorithm Bld_Index and

Gen_Trapdoor given by the challenger, where 1  i  q1.

• Challenge: Adversary A2 picks two range queries Q0 and Q1. B2

randomly samples a bit c 2 {0, 1} and replies A2 with a trapdoor

TQc
 Gen_Trapdoor(sk, Qc) as before.

• Phase 2: For request q1+1  i  q, adversary A2 repeats the same pro-

cess as in Phase 1 and finally obtains hI1, ..., Iqi and hTQ1 , ..., TQq
, TQc
i.
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All collections of attribute values are chosen under the restriction of

L(Di, Q0) = L(Di, Q1), where 1  i  q.

• Guess: After q requests, A2 outputs a bit c0 . If c0 = c, then B2 outputs

1 to the challenger in the pseudo-randomness game. This means that B2

guesses that z is a pseudo-random function. If c0 6= c, then B2 outputs 0

to the challenger. This means that B2 guesses that z is a truly random

function.

Next, we prove the following two claims to indicate that B2 can distinguish

whether function z is pseudo-random or truly random with an advantage

greater than negl(�).

Claim3. If z is a pseudo-random function, then

Pr[Bz

2 = 1|z : {0, 1}� ⇥ {0, 1}` ! {0, 1}s(�)] >
1

2
+ negl(�).

Claim4. If z is a truly random function, then

Pr[Bz

2 = 0|z : {0, 1}` ! {0, 1}s(�)] =
1

2
.

Claim 3 Proof : If z is a pseudo-random function, then A2’s observation is

identical to what is viewed during Game 2 defined in Section 4.2.4. Since we

have assumed that A2 can win Game 2 with non-negligible probability over

1/2, then adversary B2 can also output 1 with non-negligible probability over

1/2. Thus, we prove Claim 3.
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Claim 4 Proof

Claim 4 means that adversary A2 cannot distinguish Q0 from Q1 when the

function z is truly random. Next, we prove Claim 4 from the following

aspects.

• Trapdoors of any range queries hTQ1 , ..., TQq
i and TQc

reveal no dif-

ference between Q0 and Q1 to A2.

As indicated in the second point of Section 4.6.1, algorithm Gen_Trapdoor uses

function z and different random nonce �j in generating each trapdoor element

TQi
. When the function z is truly random, the elements of any trapdoor are

identical to a series of random strings. Adversary A2 is unable to detect that

the secret key sk, the upper bound wiH and lower bound wiL have not been

used. Given two different trapdoors TQi1 and TQi2 , it is infeasible for A2 to

determine whether they are created from the same query range or not, and

whether the upper or lower bound of Qi1 is larger or smaller than that of Qi2.

Additionally, the trapdoor sizes of Q0 and Q1 are required to be the same. A2

cannot distinguish Q0 from Q1 based on the trapdoor size of TQc
.

• Indexes of any attribute values hI1, ..., Iqi reveal no difference be-

tween Q0 and Q1 to A2

As mentioned in the first two points of Section 4.6.1, both algorithm Bld_Index

and Gen_Trapdoor add different random nonces when generating each index

and trapdoor element. Adversary A2 is unable to correlate any index value

Idu with the trapdoor of Q0 or Q1.

• Matched records in Di(Qc)  Rag_Search(Ii, TQc
) reveal no differ-

ence between Q0 and Q1 to A2.
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Q0 and Q1 are required to have the same access pattern with all issued

collections of attribute values, that is, Di(Q0) = Di(Q1). And every trapdoor

element has no common elements with any prefix string of a satisfied attribute

value, that is H(�u1) 6= H(�u), ..., H(�ug) 6= H(�u). Hence, A2 cannot trivially

distinguish Q0 from Q1 based on their matched records in any attribute value

collections.

• The case of how each unmatched record fails to be returned by

the range query Qc reveals no difference between Q0 and Q1 to A2.

To hide which trapdoor element that differs between the trapdoor and index,

algorithm Gen_Trapdoor places the trapdoor elements of each issued range

query in shuffled order. That is, trapdoor element Tj causing the H(�uj) =

H(�u) does not correspond to the same bit of lower/upper bound of a range

query. Hence, the trapdoor element that differs in each unmatched attribute

value from query Qc does not leak any difference between Q0 and Q1 to A2.

If z is a truly random function, B2 can correctly guess z with a probability of

1/2. Thus, we prove Claim 4.

The function z given by the challenger is either pseudo-random or truly random,

with the same probability of 1/2. Combining Claim 3 with Claim 4, we obtain

1

2
Pr[Bz

2 = 1|f : {0, 1}� ⇥ {0, 1}` ! {0, 1}s(�)]

+
1

2
Pr[Bz

2 = 0|f : {0, 1}` ! {0, 1}s(�)] >
1

2
+

negl(�)

2
.

This result indicates that B2 can distinguish a pseudo-random function from

a truly random function with non-negligible probability over 1/2. However,

this result contradicts the property of a pseudo-random function, which is

impossible. Thus, we prove that there does not exist an adversary A2 that

can win in Game 2 with an advantage greater than negl(�). Thus, our scheme

SSERAG is trapdoor indistinguishability secure.
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To sum up, based on the Definition in 6, we can conclude that our privacy-

preserving range query scheme SSERAG is both ciphertext and trapdoor indis-

tinguishability secure with the leakage function L from Definition 3, assuming

that the keyed hash function H is a secure pseudo-random function.

4.7 Conclusion

For cloud data storage, data privacy and security are two key concerns. Al-

though sensitive data can be encrypted before they are stored in the cloud, the

encrypted data can hardly be processed efficiently. Hence, a lightweight solu-

tion is required to satisfy both high security and high efficiency requirements.

In this chapter, we study the problem of range query over encrypted data. The

main idea is to transform the range comparison to a privacy-preserving set

intersection operation. To protect record privacy, our scheme builds searchable

encrypted indexes for records that are secure against inference attack. To

ensure the privacy of range queries, non-deterministic encryption, which has

not been achieved in range query before, is proposed to hide the search pattern

of queries. During range comparison, our scheme neither leaks the order rela-

tionship between the upper/lower bound of a range query and the encrypted

index, nor produces false positives in the query results. We have implemented

our scheme and evaluated its performance in comparison with other schemes.

The comparison results indicate that our scheme has a shorter index size and

search time than the order-revealing encryption scheme when the processing

unit is large. Meanwhile, our scheme only leaks the access pattern, and is

proved to be more secure than existing schemes.
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5
Access Pattern Hidden Query over

Encrypted Data through

Multi-clouds

5.1 Introduction

Searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) allows database searching to be con-

ducted over encrypted data. Basically, using the secure indexes generated by

the data owner, a cloud server matches the encrypted query keywords (called

trapdoor) with the secure indexes to find the required data. As a result, the

cloud server can learn the search pattern (i.e., if the query has been issued

before) and access pattern (i.e., which encrypted documents satisfied which

trapdoors). Based on these observations, the cloud server still can analyze and

estimate the plaintext value of documents or query even without decryption

keys. For instance, when the query results of any two trapdoors have large

overlapping, it means that their corresponding query keywords must be closely

related. The cloud server can reveal the trapdoor keywords, by calculating

the co-occurrence frequency of trapdoors in the ciphertext dataset and finding

the same frequency in the plaintext dataset [92]. In addition, some keywords

have unique appearance frequencies in the datasets [94]. Attackers can identify

the trapdoor keywords by mapping the same but unique result count between

the ciphertext and plaintext dataset. All these two attacks take advantage of

access pattern leakage to recover keywords of trapdoors.
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The main reason behind access pattern leakage attacks is that the most search-

able encryption schemes can only safeguard the confidentiality of document

and query value at rest. The strongest security model available for Searchable

Symmetric Encryption (SSE) schemes is formulated by Curtmola et al. in

[91]. The schemes satisfying this model ensure the indexes and trapdoors

themselves do not leak the document and query value even when the attackers

adaptively issuing the queries. However, this model allows the attacker to learn

the statistics information from the observation of searching results (i.e., access

pattern of queries). Moreover, most of these schemes are designed to perform

on the single server. Hence, the server is able to gain all the trapdoors and

their query results. When the dataset to be searched is large enough to cover

the entire domain knowledge, the server can statistically analyze the actual

value of queries or documents. Oblivious Random Access Memory (ORAM)

[22, 23] has been proposed to address the access pattern leakage problem by

hiding the physical memory access patterns of executed programs from the

server. However, the computational complexity of most ORAM schemes is high

and they can only support limited types of queries. Similar to our approach,

vertical fragmentation [102, 24] seeks to use multiple servers to make attackers

unable to discover the sensitive association between document attributes, (e.g.,

separating documents of employee name and salary on two servers). But

this technique cannot prevent the access pattern leakage attacks on a single

attribute, and can lead to a long response time for multi-keyword search.

As shown in the Fig. 5.1, to tackle access pattern leakage attack, we adopt the

servers on multiple clouds. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We distribute both database documents (rows) and queries among differ-

ent cloud servers. Since none of the servers can access the entire database

of documents and queries, they cannot identify the accurate statistical

relationship of the query results.
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Fig. 5.1: Assigning records and queries among multiple clouds.

• We formulate the document and query assignment as an optimization

problem to minimize both query response time and access pattern dis-

closure. We then determine an optimal assignment strategy using a

minimum cut algorithm.

• Our distribution strategy supports any secure SSE schemes. Before

storing documents to cloud servers, all documents are protected using

the same SSE scheme, but each server is given different secret keys to

encrypt and build the secure index for the documents assigned to it.

Accordingly, different trapdoors are created based on the server that is

executing the query.

• We adopt the servers on multiple clouds, but in the same region. This

deployment requires less bandwidth and reduces the chance for a collusion

attack among servers (i.e., compared with deployment for servers in

different datacenters of the same cloud).

• We evaluate the assignment strategy output from our approach with

a real world dataset. The numerical results indicate that on average

13% access pattern information can be saved by our assignment strategy,

without sacrificing query response time. In addition, our algorithm is

scalable under different realistic settings.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents

and formulates our proposed record and query assignment model. Section 5.3

describes how to search for an optimal assignment strategy by solving the

assignment optimization problem. The experimental results and conclusion

are shown in Section 5.4 and 5.5, respectively.

5.2 Secure Assignment Strategy
Formulation

In this section, we explain our security strategies to reduce the access pattern

leakage by distributing both records and queries among multiple clouds. Both

the IKK and count attacks rely heavily on extracting the information from

a complete plaintext dataset [121]. Hence an attacker cannot launch these

attacks if only a fraction of the plaintext dataset is known [93]. In other words,

if a server only knows partial information about the encrypted dataset, the

above attacks can be minimized, even with the complete knowledge of the

plaintext dataset.

• Record Fragmentation Both matrix element Mc(i, j) and count(Rq)

are computed from the trapdoor query result set Rq. When the server is

unable to access the correct query results of the trapdoors, the attacker

finds it difficult to deduce their keywords by matching their frequencies.

Padding is one of the approaches to hide actual query results, by adding

dummy records and identifiers before building the secure indexes [92].

However, padding unsatisfied records causes false positives in the query

results, and brings extra communication overhead [93, 121]. In this

chapter, we consider using multi-clouds to tackle the security problems.

We will remove the records in the trapdoor query results to other cloud

servers, in order to make the co-occurrence probability and keyword
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frequency observed by a single server incorrect. In other words, each

server can only return part of the correct query results. The same query

needs to be executed parallelly on multiple servers.

• Query Distribution Since IKK attack is based on the entire matrix Mc,

the order of different query pairs co-occurrence probability can be used

for keyword recovery attack. Apart from disturbing each query result

set, hiding the differences between different Mc(i, j) is also necessary.

We adopt the same strategy proposed in [92]. Instead of using a padding

approach, we will distribute queries with similar results on the same

server, in order to make the query result of trapdoors on the same cloud

server as similar as possible.

Our scheme can perform the keyword search in two phases. In the first phase,

the cloud server only searches for the query result which provides the identities

of records that contain the query keywords. To prevent the server from knowing

the query result, the returned record identities are encrypted. After decrypting

the record identities, the client retrieves the records in the second phase. In

both phases, the client sends the request in batches without repeated keywords

or records. For instance, a client sends a query request which includes |X|

different keywords. Basically, in the query result of the previous scheme, each

record is linked to one keyword. By adopting the batch query method, each

record is linked to multiple keywords. This method makes the access pattern

of a keyword indistinguishable from the other |X|� 1 keywords. As a result,

a cloud server cannot associate a returned record with a particular query.

Therefore, even if an attacker is able to collect the access pattern from multiple

cloud servers at the same time, it is still difficult to accurately identify the

keyword of the trapdoor based on statistical analysis.

As shown in Fig. 5.1, the fundamental question is: “How should the records and

queries be distributed among the multiple cloud servers in order to minimize
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the response time while satisfying certain security requirements?” In this

section, we will introduce the strategy of record and query assignment, to

satisfy the above introduced security requirements. Let R = {r1, ..., rN} denote

a set of database records with several attributes. Let Q = {q1, ..., qM} denote

a sequence of queries written in the development process. Each of the queries

has different combinations of keywords to be searched on R. In addition, let

S = {S1, ..., S|S|} denote a group of cloud servers, which will be assigned both

records and query tasks. Before distribution, the data owner builds a matrix B

to describe the query results of all of the queries, in which the rows represent

the record set and columns represent the query set. Each element br,q 2 B is

set to 1, if record r 2 R satisfies query q 2 Q. The qth column vector of B

denotes the query result of q, that is Bq. Matrix B is safely kept by the data

owner.

br,q =

8
>><

>>:

0, ifr /2 Result(q)

1, ifr 2 Result(q)

(5.1)

5.2.1 Record and Query Assignment

To prevent the aforementioned attacks, our scheme would assign both records

and queries among cloud servers. We assume that the partial records and

queries on a single cloud server cannot reveal the statistical property of the

original access pattern.

Definition 7 Record and Query Assignment: We define A = (AR,AQ)

as an assignment of records R and queries Q to a set of cloud servers S. The

process of assignment is to horizontally and vertically partition the elements

of matrix B into |S| blocks. Finally, each cloud server obtains a sub-matrix

of B with a subset of records and queries. To avoid repetition of the returned

results, each element br,q 2 B will be assigned to one of the cloud servers.
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B =

q1 q2 . . . qM
0

BBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1

CCCCCCCCCCCCCA

0 1 . . . 0 r1

1 0 . . . 1 r2

1 1 . . . 0 r3

...
... . . . ...

...

0 1 . . . 1 rN

!

q1 q2 . . . qM

0 1 . . . 0

1 0 . . . 1

1 1 . . . 0

...
... . . . ...

0 1 . . . 1

(5.2)

Matrix AR describes the placement of records on cloud servers. Each element

xr,s 2 AR is set to 1, if record r 2 R is assigned to cloud server s 2 S. Since

each record is assigned to at least one cloud server, AR has no zero row, that

is
P

s=|S|
s=1 xr,s � 1.

AR =

S1 . . . A
s

R
. . . Sk

0

BBBBB@

1

CCCCCA

x1,1 . . . x1,s . . . x1,|S| r1

... . . . ... . . . ...
...

x|R|,1 . . . x|R|,s . . . x|R|,|S| rN

(5.3)

Matrix AQ indicates the placement of queries on cloud servers. Each element

yq,s 2 AQ is set to 1, if query q 2 Q is distributed to cloud server s 2 S. Each

row vector of AQ represents an assignment of a query among the cloud servers,
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that is A
q

Q
= [yq,1, ..., yq,|S|]. Since each query must be distributed to at least

one cloud server, AQ has no zero row, that is
P

s=|S|
s=1 yq,s � 1.

AQ =

S1 . . . A
s

Q
. . . Sk

0

BBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1

CCCCCCCCCCCCCA

y1,1 . . . y1,s . . . y1,|S| q1

... . . . ... . . . ...
...

yq,1 . . . yq,s . . . yq,|S| A
q

Q

... . . . ... . . . ...
...

y|Q|,1 . . . y|Q|,s . . . y|Q|,|S| qM

(5.4)

We define the assignment on each cloud server s as A
s, which is a tuple of

two column vectors, that is As = (As

R
,As

Q
). Specifically, As

R
= [x1,s, ..., x|R|,s]|

and A
s

Q
= [y1,s, ..., y|Q|,s]| correspond to the sth column in matrix AR and AQ,

respectively. It also means that each cloud server only obtains a subset of

records and queries.

After applying the horizontal and vertical partition on matrix B, we need to

ensure records duplicated into multiple cloud servers cannot be associated.

So, each cloud server reassigns different record IDs and uses different keys to

encrypt records and their attribute names. Accordingly, different trapdoors are

generated for the same query sent to different clouds. Finally, the independent

searchable encryption scheme is applied within each cloud server.

5.2.2 Information Disclosure

In this subsection, we will clearly identify the information disclosure from

the assignment A to the cloud server set S. We assume that different cloud

servers will not collude after applying different searchable encryption schemes.

We firstly analyze the information disclosure on each single cloud server. By
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observing the response results of all of the queries, each cloud server s can

rebuild another matrix B
s to describe the query results on its own. That is, for

each 8xr,s 2 A
s

R
= 1 and 8yq,s 2 A

s

Q
= 1, the corresponding row and column

vector in B is chosen to form B
s ( B which is a sub-matrix of B. The qth

column vector of Bs denote the query result of q on the cloud s, that is B
s

q
.

A
s

Q
y1,s y2,s . . . yM,s = 1 A

s

R

0

BBBBBBBBB@

1

CCCCCCCCCA

0 1 . . . 0 x1,s

1 0 . . . 1 x2,s

B
s =

...
... . . . ...

...

0 1 . . . 1 xN,s = 1

(5.5)

Definition 8 Information Disclosure: We define the information disclo-

sure from the assignment A
s

on each cloud server as a set of queries D(As)

that does not satisfy the following constrains:

• Referring to the leakage definition proposed in [92], the result differences

between any two queries on each cloud server s should be less than a

threshold value 0  ↵  1. We use the Hamming distance between

any two column vectors in B
s

for evaluation. For any two queries 1 

8q1, q2  cols(Bs), if the

Hamming(Bs

q1
,Bs

q2
)

rows(Bs)
> ↵ (5.6)

then q1 and q2 are regarded as insecure queries included to set D(As),

that is D(As) [ {q1, q2};

• None of the queries on the cloud server s should include the entire query

result, that is, for 1  8q  cols(Bs), if B
s

q
= Bq, then D(As) [ {q}.
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We define the overall information disclosure of an assignment A as the ratio

of insecure queries to the total queries.

D(A) =

���
S

s=k

s=1 D(As)
���

|Q|
(5.7)

5.2.3 Query Response Time

We use the query response time observed by the data user to evaluate the

performance of records and queries distribution across multiple cloud servers.

We consider that all of the queries q1, ..., qM have already been identified by the

developers. And each query has a corresponding execute frequency, denoted

as a vector F = [f1, ..., fM ],
P

q=M

q=1 fq = 1. The response time of each cloud

server consists of two parts: local processing time and result transmission time.

Since queries are sent to a cloud server in sequential order, the local processing

of each cloud server can be modelled as a M/M/1 queue. The time cost of

query result transmission is a constant calculated based on the result size and

network bandwidth, that is Tran(q, s) = Size(Bs

q
)/Net(s).

Obviously, the query arrival rate to each cloud server is related to the queries

assigned to it. For any query q with executing frequency fq, the cloud server will

receive the requests with the rate of fq, as long as it stores the records queried

by q. We consider the query arrival rate to follow the Poisson distribution.

Since the additive property of Poisson distribution, the arrival rate of any

cloud server s is the summation of all of the execute frequencies of queries

on them. Let ✓s denote the mean query arrival rate of server s, such that

✓s = F ·A
s

Q = [f1, ..., fM ] · [y1,s, ..., yM,s]|. We assume that the query processing

time of each cloud’s database follows the independent exponential distribution.

Then we use µs to denote the mean query process rate of server s.
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Since each query is forwarded to more than one cloud server and processed

parallelly, based on the row vector A
q

Q
, the final mean response time of each

query q equals to the maximum mean response time of all of the execute cloud

servers, as follows.

T (q,A) = max
yq,s2Aq

Q
,yq,s=1

⇢
✓s

µs � ✓s
+ Tran(q, s)

�
(5.8)

Thus, for an assignment A and a sequence of queries Q = {q1, ..., qM}, the

mean response time is shown as follows.

T (Q,A) =
X

q2Q

T (q,A) · fq (5.9)

Definition 9 Optimal Assignment: Given a matrix B built to represent

the query result of a sequence of queries Q on a set of database record R. We

use the following optimization problem to find an optimal assignment A of all of

the elements in B to the cloud servers in S that minimizes the tradeoff between

the total query response time T (Q,A) and information disclosure D(A), where

� is a nonnegative weight and ⌘ is the disclosure constraint.

minimum
A2(B⇥S)

T (Q,A) + �D(A)

subject to D(A)  ⌘

(5.10)

5.3 Assignment Optimization

In this section, we describe how to find a record and query assignment with

minimal query response time and information disclosure. The optimization

problem formulated in equation (5.10) is NP-hard to solve. We present the

following heuristic algorithm to find an approximate optimal assignment.
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5.3.1 Algorithm Overview

The challenge of solving the optimizing problem (5.10) lies in the mutual

affection between record and query placements. When any record in the result

set of a query q is assigned to a cloud server s, then query q also needs to

be sent to the same cloud in order to return the entire query result. The

response time of query q is reduced, but the workload and information leakage

on server s is increased. Hence, instead of determining the placement of record

and query separately, we take each element br,q 2 B as a decision unit. Thus,

the optimization problem (5.10) equals finding an assignment of elements in

B = {b1,1, ..., b1,M ; ...; bN,1, ..., bN,M} to one of the cloud servers S1, ..., Sk, such

that the objective function G(·) is minimized.

Input: matrix B; set of cloud servers S; empty assignment A; objective
function G(·)

Output: assignment A: G(A) is minimal
Initialization: A an arbitrary assignment ;
do

Stop 0;
for all pairs of cloud servers {s, t} 2 S do

A
0 = EXCHANGE(s, t,A);

if G(A
0
) < G(A) then

A = A
0 ;

Stop 1;
end

end
while Stop == 1;
return A;

Algorithm 1: Optimal assignment search algorithm.

5.3.2 Assignment Minimization via Minimum Cut

The structure of our algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Referring to the idea in

[122], the algorithm repeatedly executes a for-loop until the first for-loop that

cannot make any improvement to the current assignment, the algorithm outputs

it. In the for-loop, the algorithm performs the same iteration (EXCHANGE)
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Fig. 5.2: Search for optimal assignment of elements to a pair of cloud servers via
minimum cut.

for each pair of cloud servers. The output of each EXCHANGE is an optimal

assignment of input elements to one pair of cloud servers. The variable “Stop”

will be set to 1, if the output of any EXCHANGE is an assignment A
0 with

lower objective function value.

Fig. 5.2 depicts how to solve EXCHANGE via the minimum s � t cut. We

first construct a graph by considering two cloud servers as terminal nodes (s, t)

and all the elements in B as the middle nodes connecting s or t. The solid line

in Fig. 5.2(a)) indicates an assignment of element to a cloud server. In the

initial phase of the Algorithm 1, each element in B is arbitrarily linked to one

of the cloud servers in S. In each iteration, the inputs of EXCHANGE are a

pair of cloud servers and an assignment A to be improved. The purpose of

algorithm EXCHANGE is to improve the assignment A by connecting each

element to one of the terminals. The principle of adjustment is to seek a new

assignment that with lower objective function value under the constraint of

information disclosure. In the initial phase, the algorithm adds edges from

both servers to all the elements that are linked to one of the two servers, as

shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 5.2(a)).

Since each element can only link to one of the terminal nodes, this adjustment

can be achieved via the minimum s� t cut on Fig. 5.2(a)). The output of a

minimum s� t cut is a set of edges (hit by the dash-dotted lines in Fig. 5.2(b))

with the minimal cost value to separate terminal node s and t, which is also a
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better assignment A0 from elements to cloud servers. Some elements previously

assigned to server s in A are now assigned to server t in A
0 , and vice versa. The

assignment of the rest of the cloud servers h 6= s, t 2 S is the same A
h = A

0
h.

The algorithm repeatedly chooses another pair of cloud servers (s, h), links

the elements of s and h with one another, and finds the minimum cut set, as

shown in Fig. 5.2(c).

5.4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we conduct experiments to analyze the performance of the

assignment strategy output from Algorithm 1. In particular, we demonstrate

that our assignment strategy resists access pattern attack, offers high query

efficiency and is scalable under different realistic settings.

5.4.1 Experimental Settings

Dataset R and queries Q

We adopt the Enron email dataset for evaluation, which is a set of email

documents of 150 Enron corporation employees, sent from 2000 to 2002 [94].

This dataset has 30,109 email documents with 77,000 unique keywords after

removing the stopwords [23]. We consider each document as a record, and

generate queries by uniformly choosing them from the most frequent keywords.

The documents that contain a certain keyword mean the document is the

result of the query with that keyword. Since the query frequency does not

influence information disclosure, we assume that the frequencies of all of the

queries are equal and their sum is 1. So the query arrival rate ✓s of each cloud

server is related to the total number of queries assigned to it.
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Table 5.1: Parameter settings for performance evaluations

Fig. No. of Q No. of S �

5.3a,5.3b 500 [2,10] 1
5.4a,5.4b [200,1000] 10 1

5.5a 500 10 1
5.5b 500 [2,10] 0, 1

Cloud Servers S

Since the service rate of cloud database service is dynamic and difficult to

control, we evaluate the performance of our assignment approach via the

numerical experiments. We assume that the service rate µs of all of the cloud

servers is equal to 1 in the following experiments. The time cost of transmitting

back each single record is assumed to be 1 ms. Therefore, the bandwidth

cost equals to the number of query results on each cloud server. In all of the

experiments, we set ↵ = 0.5 and ⌘ = 0.9. We use the gco-v3.0 library [123]

to implement the minimum cut algorithm and obtain our assignment policies

based on the different parameter settings. Table 5.1 indicates the specific

parameter settings of each figure.

Benefits of our assignment strategy

We compare the record and query assignment strategy designed by our approach

with the record placement policies in the distributed databases. The usual

sharding policies in the NoSQL database (e.g., MongoDB) are Range-based

and Hash-based [124]. In the Range-based sharding, records are divided into

different chunks based on the range of shard key values. In the Hash-based

sharding, records are evenly distributed among cloud servers based on the hash

of shard key values.
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Fig. 5.3: Benefits of our assignment strategy on information disclosure and query
response time.

5.4.2 Experimental Results

Fig. 5.3a shows the information disclosure of three data assignment policies

with the growing number of cloud servers. The leakage always declines with a

greater number of servers, since fewer access patterns are observed by each

cloud server. Hash-based policy leaks more information than Range-based

policy, because the records with “closer” key values are stored on the same

server. So queries executed on the same server have similar results. Our

assignment strategy discloses the lowest percentage of information over the

other two. Under different numbers of cloud servers, our approach saves an

average of 14.7% information disclosures compared to the Range-based policy.

Compared to the Hash-based policy, our approach can save more. The benefits

of our assignment over other policies increases with a greater number of cloud

servers. This is because our approach achieves better assignment solutions

with more cloud servers.

Fig. 5.3b depicts the response time of three placement strategies. The Hash-

based policy has less query response time than the Range-based policy does,

because records in Hash-based policy can be parallelly executed on different

cloud servers. However, in these two partitioning policies, the query workload

on each cloud server has not been considered. In our assignment strategy,
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Fig. 5.4: Influence of the number of queries on the benefits of our assignment

using the access pattern as input leads to a faster query response time, which

saves an average of 6% of the query response time compared to the Hash-based

policy.

Influence of the number of queries

Fig. 5.4a shows the information disclosure of three data assignment policies

with a different number of queries. The leakage increases with a greater

number of queries, since more queries are gathered in the same cloud server,

and more access patterns are disclosed. Our assignment strategy leaks the

lowest percentage of information. Under different numbers of queries, our

approach saves an average of 13% information disclosures compared with

the Range-based policy. This is because our approach optimizes information

disclosures. Fig. 5.4b illustrates the impact of the number of queries on query

response time. The response time increase as a greater number of queries.

On average, 1.7% response time can be saved by our approach, compared

with the Hash-based policy. This result indicates that our approach can avoid

information disclosures without sacrificing query efficiency.

Convergence speed of Algorithm 1 Fig. 5.5a demonstrates the comparison

of convergence speed between Algorithm 1 (minimum cut) and the greedy

randomized adaptive local search procedure (GRASP) proposed in [125]. In
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Fig. 5.5: Evaluation of convergence speed and influence of optimization goals

each iteration of Algorithm 1, function EXCHANGE is invoked to find an

optimal assignment of elements to a pair of cloud servers. In each iteration

of GRASP algorithm, function CONSTRUCTION is invoked to greedily find

a new assignment with lower objective function value. Fig. 5.5a shows that

the objective function value of our algorithm drops quickly in the first several

iterations, which indicates that our approach converges faster than GRASP.

Performance with different optimization goals In the equation (5.10), �

is an important parameter. When � = 0, the optimization goal is only the total

query response time under the information disclosure constraint. When the

� = 1, the optimization goal is both the query response time and information

disclosure. Fig. 5.5b compares the information disclosures under different

optimization goals by varying the number of cloud servers. For both versions

of the optimization problem, the information leakage decreases as the number

of cloud servers increases. This result shows that tradeoff optimization goal

(� = 1) achieves lower information disclosure by using multiple cloud servers.
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5.5 Conclusion

Searchable encryption seeks to support untrusted third parties to conduct

direct searching over encrypted data. However, recent research has found that

searchable encryption is vulnerable to attacks, which exploit the statistical

relationship or pattern identified from encrypted query results. In this chapter,

we study the problem of access pattern leakage attack on searchable encryption

under a multi-cloud environment. Basically, both database records and queries

are distributed among different cloud servers, so that each cloud server can only

have partial information about queries and their results. To minimize the query

response time while protecting information disclosure, we formulate the record

and query assignment as an optimization problem, and solve the problem

(i.e., finding the best possible solution) by the minimum s� t cut algorithm.

Numerical results show that on average 13% access pattern information can be

saved by our assignment strategy while maintaining good query response time.

Additionally, there are many queuing models which are able to represent the

feature of the query process in the multi-cloud environment. In this thesis, to

facilitate the analysis, we only consider the basic M/M/1 queuing model for

the performance analysis. In the future work, other advanced queuing models

can also be studied. For example, M/G/m/m+ r queuing system has been

used to model the performance of cloud data centers with single task arrivals

and a task buffer of finite capacity [127]. Furthermore, a network of queues

can also be considered in future performance analysis [126, 127].
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6
Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, we have studied two important security issues for supporting

Intercloud, namely distributed trust evaluation and secure data query. To this

end, we have the following conclusions:

1. A distributed trust evaluation protocol with privacy protection

for Intercloud

In Chapter 3, we have presented a distributed trust evaluation protocol with

privacy protection for Intercloud. Compared to other protocols, this distributed

protocol provides some distinctive features, particularly for the Intercloud

environment. First, it supports user anonymity by means of blind signature,

facilitating users to provide honest feedback without fear of a retaliatory attack.

Second, by means of an innovative mechanism for storing feedback, feedback

privacy can be protected by using homomorphic encryption with verifiable

secret sharing. Third, it allows customized processing of evaluation results while

protecting feedback privacy. A security model has been employed to evaluate

the protocol for its effectiveness. Unlike many other distributed protocols,

which only support static configuration, the protocol can still be effective

when some of the parties are offline (i.e., supporting a dynamic configuration).

Simulation results indicate the protocol can still function well when half of the

parties are malicious or offline. Future work is being planned to further analyze

and enhance the protocol (e.g., using distributed ledger technology). For

example, various blockchains can be formed (e.g., among Intercloud Exchanges,

CSPs and users). It is of interest to study how the blockchains can interact to

support trust evaluation and other advanced functions for Intercloud.
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2. Order-Hiding Range Query over Encrypted Data without Search

Pattern Leakage

In Chapter 4, we have designed an order-hiding range query scheme. Our

scheme solves the security leakage problem in existing secure range query

schemes. To hide the statistical relationships among indexes, our scheme adopts

the 0/1 encoding technique and constructs the indexes as the coefficients of the

randomized polynomial function. To avoid leaking the comparison operator

and search pattern, our scheme introduces a random invertible matrix in

the generation of query trapdoors. We formally analyse sensitive information

leakage in our scheme, and have proved it is secure under an IND-CKA2 security

definition without restriction of the same search pattern. We implemented

and assessed the performance of our scheme. The comparison results show

that although the ORE scheme has a shorter index size and search time with

small processing units, it is slower and has a longer index size than our scheme

when the processing unit is large. On average, the index building time of our

scheme is more than 16 times faster than the OPE scheme. Meanwhile, our

scheme only leaks the access pattern, and is proved to be more secure than

existing schemes. Future work is being planned to further enhance the query

efficiency of our scheme and evaluate the performance on large volume dataset

in the databases range query.

3. Access pattern hidden query over encrypted data scheme through

multi-clouds

In Chapter 5, we have investigated the problem of access pattern leakage attack

to searchable encryption in a cloud database. We distribute both documents

and queries among different cloud servers, so that each cloud server can only

observe partial information about access patterns. To achieve a minimum query

response time and information disclosures, we formulate this record and query

assignment as an optimization problem and search for the optimal assignment
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by the minimum s� t cut. The numerical results show that on average 13%

access pattern information can be saved by our assignment strategy, without

sacrificing query efficiency. Our future work is to further enhance the security

of our scheme to resist other access pattern leakage attacks and evaluate the

performance of our scheme by combing it with multiple servers searchable

symmetric encryption schemes. We are also going to include more factors as the

optimization goal or constraint condition (e.g. electricity cost for maintaining

the data query on cloud server) when searching for the optimal assignment

strategy.
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